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Preface

The Multidisciplinary Center for Earthquake Engineering Research (MCEER) is a national center of
excellence in advanced technology applications that is dedicated to the reduction ofearthquake losses
nationwide. Headquartered at the University at Buffalo, State University of New York, the Center
was originally established by the National Science Foundation in 1986, as the National Center for
Earthquake Engineering Research (NCEER).

Comprising a consortium of researchers from numerous disciplines and institutions throughout
the United States, the Center's mission is to reduce earthquake losses through research and the
application of advanced technologies that improve engineering, pre-earthquake planning and
post-earthquake recovery strategies. Toward this end, the Center coordinates a nationwide
program of multidisciplinary team research, education and outreach activities.

MCEER's research is conducted under the sponsorship of two major federal agencies, the
National Science Foundation (NSF) and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), and the
State of New York. Significant support is also derived from the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA), other state governments, academic institutions, foreign governments and
private industry.

The Center's FHWA-sponsored Highway Projectdevelops retrofit and evaluation methodologies for
existing bridges and other highway structures (including tunnels, retaining structures, slopes,
culverts, and pavements), and improved seismic design criteria and procedures for bridges
and other highway structures. Specifically, tasks are being conducted to:
• assess the vulnerability of highway systems, structures and components;
• develop concepts for retrofitting vulnerable highway structures and components;
• develop improved design and analysis methodologies for bridges, tunnels, and retaining

structures, which include consideration of soil-structure interaction mechanisms and their
influence on structural response;

• review and recommend improved seismic design and performance criteria for new highway
structures.

Highway Project research focuses on two distinct areas: the development of improved
design criteria and philosophies for new or future highway construction, and the development of
improved analysis and retrofitting methodologies for existing highway systems and structures.
The research discussed in this report is a result of work conducted under the new
highway structures project, and was performed within Task 112-D-3.5(a), "Develop Analysis and
Design Procedures for Pile Footings" and Task 112-D-3.6, "Develop Analysis and Design Proce
dures for Drilled Shafts" as shown in the flowchart on the following page.

The overall objective ofthese tasks was to develop seismic design proceduresfor two types oftypical
bridge foundations: pile footings and drilled shafts. This report reviews, assesses and provides
recommendations concerning design guidelines for each of these foundation types. For both types
offoundations, a two-step process was developed and various parameters that affect predicted
foundation response are identified. The implications of the foundation modeling process in
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estimating structural response is described. The research examinedthe applicability ofconventional
p-y formulations in modeling soil-pile behavior, and assessed modifications to account for cyclic
loading conditions, pile group effects, and soil-pile interaction behavior in liquefied soil. For both
types offoundations, the report attempts to integrate the structural and geotechnical engineering
points ofview.
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ABSTRACT

This report documents two studies that were conducted to review, assess, and provide
recommendations regarding the seismic design of bridge foundations. Specifically, the report
addresses modeling approaches and parameters that affect the seismic design and response of pile
groups and drilled shafts. The report attempts to bridge the interface between the structural and
geotechnical design process - in so doing, it describes a two-step design and analysis procedure for
these bridge foundation components. Recent research results on pile group effects and the design
of pile foundations to resist lateral spreading of liquefiable soils are also reviewed.
Recommendations are provided concerning: modifications to p-y curves to account for cyclic
loading conditions, pile group effects and soil-pile interaction behavior, and development of p-y
curves for the design of drilled shafts.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION

1.5 Overview

In this report, discussion is focused on the modeling and seismic design of pile group and drilled
shaft foundations for bridge structures. Although the modeling approach for seismic loading is
similar for various pile types, important differences exist due to installation procedures. These
procedures significantly effect the appropriate input parameters as a result of i) how they are
constructed, ii) specific properties of the pile type, and iii) specific connection details at the pile
head-pile footing.

There are two general configurations where pile foundations are connected to the superstructure as
shown in figure 1-1. Figure 1-1a shows an arrangement where piles are connected by a pile cap that
supports the bridge pier or bent. This kind ofarrangement is usually adopted for conventional small
diameter pile groups. Figure 1-1b shows an example ofa pile extension where the pile is extended
as a structural unit to support the bridge superstructure. The load supporting mechanism and
response of these two types of foundations are different and hence the modeling approach must
account for these differences. In fact, the foundation types mentioned above fall into one ofthe two
configurations shown in figure 1-1.

The first part of this report is dedicated to pile group foundations, as they are the most common
foundation type used in bridge structures. The treatment for this type of configuration requires an
understanding ofpile behavior under both axial and lateral loading. Moreover, the combined effect
ofshear and overturning moment on pile footing behavior must be carefully addressed in modeling
as well as from a seismic design standpoint. In the second part, the discussion is geared toward
lateral loading on drilled shafts or pile extension type structures. In this type ofstructure, the overall
as well as individual pile behavior is generally governed by the lateral loads on the bridge deck
which in tum is reacted by the induced shear and bending moment on the drilled shafts. The bridge
response is relatively insensitive to axial pile response in contrast to pile footings.

In general, structural behavior under seismic loading is a function of its dynamic response
characteristics. Moreover, it is well known that overall structural dynamic properties are influenced
by the relevant foundation properties. Therefore, for realistic evaluation ofthe structural response,
it is necessary to model the force-deformation characteristics ofthe foundation and incorporate them
in the analytical model of the structure.

The procedures currently used to analyze and design pile foundations under lateral and/or axial loads
are generally based on the theory of beam on elastic foundation and its nonlinear variations as
embodied in p-y formulations proposed by several researchers (e.g., Hetenyi, 1946; Matlock, 1970;
Reese et aI., 1974; Murchison and O'Neill, 1983; O'Neill and Gazioglu, 1984). Among the various
sources of nonlinearities within the soil-pile interaction zone are the geometric nonlinearity such as
gapping, material nonlinearity in the soil behavior, etc. Since these nonlinearities would have a
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direct effect on the structural response, the most desirable way to evaluate the overall response is to
integrate the total foundation system in the analytical model of the structure. However, this
procedure is expensive in terms of computational effort, and not suitable for routine analysis and
design. Moreover, given the uncertainties involved in predicting the ground motion and in
characterizing the nonlinear behavior of structural and foundation elements, such a procedure may
not improve the solution. In practice, foundation stiffnesses are represented in simpler forms that
can be readily incorporated in the structural model. Since such procedures involve some
simplifications and assumptions, the structural designer needs to be aware of the simplifying
procedure and its implication in assessing the performance of the overall structural and foundation
system.

1.2 Objectives

This report deals with the modeling ofpile footings and drilled shaft foundations. It is recognized
that a technically sound bridge and supporting foundation design requires full cooperation among
structural and foundation engineers. Therefore, this report attempts to provide an integrated
viewpoint that addresses issues ofimportance to both structural and foundation engineers. In doing
so, the principal objectives are to:

(l) Evaluate the effect of assumptions made in modeling the actual foundation behavior on the
overall response of the structure.

(2) Evaluate the effect of assumptions made in modeling the actual foundation behavior on the
estimated displacement and force demand on the foundation as well as the overall bridge
system.

(3) Summarize different methods used to characterize the stiffness of pile footings and drilled
shaft foundations, and discuss their limitations.

(4) Provide guidelines on foundation modeling for seismic response and In subsequent
foundation capacity analysis.

(5) Provide seismic design guidelines.

1.3 Organization of the Report

This report consists of two main sections on the modeling aspects of pile footings and drilled shaft
foundations for seismic design and analysis, respectively.

Pile footings are discussed in Section 2. This section discusses the steps involved in the overall
design process for seismic loading and reviews the role of foundation modeling in the design
process. A general methodology to develop the stiffness matrix of individual piles is provided.
Various approaches to integrate individual pile-head stiffness matrices into the pile group model are
discussed, as are the effects of soil resistance acting on the pile cap. Guidelines are given to account
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for the additional stiffness. Finally, some nonlinear load-deflection soil-pile interaction analyses are
provided and various sensitivity issues are discussed. Background information on the widely used
p-y curve criteria with reference to the classical Terzaghi's linear subgrade theory, findings from
recent studies on pile group effects, and issues related to design of piles in liquefiable soils are
presented.

Section 3 discusses seismic design procedures for drilled shaft foundations. Applicability of
conventional p-y models for drilled shaft foundation analysis is examined.

Section 4 contains a list of conclusions and recommendations regarding the seismic design of pile
footings and drilled shafts from a geotechnical standpoint.
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SECTION 2
MODELING OF PILE FOOTINGS

2.1 Introduction

In this section, various aspects of modeling, analysis and design of one of the most common
foundation types, namely, pile group foundations (pile footings) are discussed. This type of
foundation is typically used to support bridge superstructures. Pile foundations are used in a variety
ofsubstructure configurations, such as single column, multiple column bents on common or separate
pile footings, pier walls, abutment walls and very large pile groups (with several hundred piles) to
support pier towers in major water crossings and pile extensions where individual piles are extended
above the mudline to support the superstructure directly. Moreover, pile types used in the above
mentioned foundations may vary depending on the specific site and design requirement. Among the
various types ofpiles are driven steel pipe or HP piles, driven precast concrete piles, driven timber
piles, cast-in drilled-hole (CIDH) piles, and a variety of cast-in-place (CIP) piles.

In general, seismic design procedures involve various steps [at least] one ofwhich requires a reliable
computational as well as analytical model ofthe structural system under consideration. Moreover,
the overall structural system may be modeled and designed as uncoupled subsystems to avoid
possible difficulties that may be encountered during the design process. These subsystems can be
later combined to evaluate the overall system performance. One good example ofsuch an approach,
namely, substructuring approach, is usually used in modeling pile group foundations for bridges.
This technique overcomes some of the difficulties (due to large number ofpiles) involved with the
modeling of each pile member individually and complexities related to modeling realistic soil
behavior. In the substructuring modeling approach, the overall bridge is divided into two sub
models: i) the structural model (commonly referred to as the global bridge model) which typically
includes the bridge deck superstructure and portion of the substructure extending down to the
foundation and ii) a foundation substructure. Typically, geotechnical engineers are responsible for
foundation modeling (or input parameters to the foundation model), whereas the structural engineers
are responsible for modeling the global model. The first step in modeling the foundation would be
to establish, with input from the structural engineers, the appropriate interface between the two sub
models (e.g. at the base of the column, at the centroid of the pile cap, or at the base of the pile cap,
etc.). The following sections discuss various aspects of the procedures used for the foundation
substructuring approach.

Depending on the type of analysis/design procedure adopted, relevant linear, nonlinear and/or
equivalent linear properties of the modeled elements should be determined. Such properties can be
best incorporated in analyses in terms of stiffness of pile elements which are determined based on
specific pile force-deformation behavior. Moreover, load transfer - load supporting mechanisms
should be identified prior to any attempt to model the structural system. As mentioned before,
overall seismic response ofpile group foundations generally depend on the individual pile response
under both axial and lateral loadings. Therefore, stiffness characteristics ofvarious components in
pile group foundations are discussed in the following sections for these types of loadings.
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It has been a common practice to used p-y curves or Terzaghi's linear subgrade modulus theory
(which in effect is a form ofp-y curves) in developing stiffness properties ofpiles in the surrounding
soil. These curves (p-y) are developed empirically based on observations ofpile load tests ofmostly
smaller-diameter piles installed by impact hammer driving. Some recent studies suggest that the
conventional p-y curves may need to be modified for the analysis and design of large-diameter
drilled shafts. This issue will be further discussed in Section 3.

2.2 Two-Step Seismic Design Process

It is important to recognize that most of the soil-structure interaction analyses conducted by
geotechnical engineers are usually performed to support structural engineers in the design of the
structural and foundation system. It is important for geotechnical engineers to gain some degree
ofappreciation ofthe overall structural design process. In general, a seismic design process involves
a two-step process. These steps are discussed in the following subsections.

2.2.1 Step 1: Determination of Seismic Demand and Foundation Stiffness

The first step to determine the seismic demand imposed on the structural system is to determine the
response level implied by the design earthquake. Unlike static loading, dynamic loads on a structure
depends on the overall period of the structure, which in turn depends on the foundation stiffness.
Therefore, a realistic estimation of foundation stiffness and integration into the structural analysis
is important because it plays an important role in the assessment of seismic demand. In general, the
overall structural system (including the foundation) responds nonlinearly to the applied load for
typical seismic load levels. However, for practical purposes, linear response analyses are the most
common analysis types in designing bridges in which a linear stiffness representation of the
foundation is incorporated in the analytical model. Structural designers and geotechnicalrengineers
should be aware of the modeling procedure of the foundation system and the inherent limitations
associated with the process ofthe linearization as discussed below.

In Step 1, emphasis is placed on characterizing the proper foundation stiffness to be incorporated in
the overall global structural model such that the seismic demand from the earthquake can be
determined. Figure 2-1 shows generic load-deflection characteristics of the foundation system.
Unlike structural properties, which typically have a reasonably well-defined elastic stiffness, soils
are intrinsically nonlinear, starting from extremely small load levels. For this reason, the choice of
an equivalent-linear soil modulus would be rather complex and potentially requires an iterative
process such that the adopted stiffness would be compatible to the deflection level. It can be
assumed that a secant stiffness at peak load/deflection would represent the lower bound stiffness
occurring only at an infinitesimal duration in time during peak earthquake load. Such a stiffness
might be too soft to be representative for the overall duration of the earthquake. A secant stiffness
at a smaller deflection might be a better candidate to serve as the effective foundation stiffness
representative for a longer time frame over the duration of the earthquake.

In the widely used equivalent-linear site response analysis procedure, Idriss and Sun (1992) proposed
to establish the equivalent secant soil modulus at an effective strain value equal to the peak strain
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multiplied by a scaling factor n = (Mw -1)/1 0 where Mw is the earthquake magnitude (Moment
magnitude). The above recommendations by Idriss and Sun, or the simple establishment ofa secant
foundation stiffness at 0.5 to 0.65 of peak deflection, would provide a better basis for developing
foundation stiffness than the lower-bound stiffness at peak deflection.

2.2.1.1 Displacement Demand

Various researchers (e.g., Miranda, 1991) have concluded that solutions from linear response
analysis generally give reasonable peak superstructure displacement solutions (referred to as the
equal-displacement principle for long period systems). Therefore, it can generally be assumed that
if an appropriate equivalent-linear stiffness is chosen, the linear dynamic response analysis can
predict the peak displacement. However, as shown in figure 2-1, a secant stiffness selected at a

deflection 6eq below peak deflection 6p overestimates the load at peak deflection for a typical
nonlinear load-deflection curve. The dilemma is that a secant stiffness at below the peak load should
be used in order to capture the average stiffness characteristics rationally, which in turn forms the
basis to predict the proper level of peak displacement. For this reason, solutions from a linear
dynamic response analysis can only provide a rational basis for the displacement demand for a
system that is designed to yield (premise of a modem seismic ductile design principle).

Since the linear response analysis generally overestimates the load demand, a pseudo-static nonlinear
pushover analysis is needed in a subsequent capacity analysis to account for forces corresponding
to the displacement demand predicted in Step 1. The above inherent limitations in a linear response
analysis imply that a nonlinear dynamic response analysis would be needed to solve for both forces
and displacement simultaneously in a one-step analysis for a system that has significant inherent
nonlinearities.

2.2.1.2 Force Demand Associated with Load Fuses

In modem seismic design, the ductility principle is used to design the superstructure and to size the
column, so that a plastic hinge can form at a predetermined location (typically at the columns) during
a seismic event to limit the load transfer to the foundation and also to provide a mechanism to
dissipate energy. This design strategy allows for an economical foundation system and also protects
embedded foundations which are difficult to inspect for damage. Such strategies are very sound and
necessary, not just from an economic standpoint but also because of uncertainty in our knowledge
ofthe earthquake load. Therefore, it would be a good practice to control the behavior under potential
over-load conditions such that damage would be limited to preferred locations associated with
ductile behavior in the overall system.

Figure 2-2 was extracted from the Caltrans BDS which illustrates typical locations ofplastic hinges
(load fuses) and how the corresponding lateral shear load is determined based on the plastic hinge
moment for foundation design. In the overall design process, it is important to design the system so
that the limit state is governed by the plastic moment capacity rather than by the shear capacity of
the column, to ensure an overall ductile behavior. There has been a significant number of cases
where an overly soft characterization of a foundation stiffness has misled the designer to an
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overly soft overall system behavior (e.g. overly deep plastic hinge locations for drilled shafts, or
concrete barriers placed around columns led to shorter column lengths than as designed), which in
turn led to underestimating the shear demand in the column, resulting in catastrophic failure in
earthquakes.

2.2.1.3 Governing Load Case for Foundation Design

Theoretically, the governing foundation load should be the lower of the two conditions: (1) forces
from a nonlinear pushover analysis compatible with the displacement demand from dynamic
response analysis, or (2) forces associated with load fuses inherent in the structural system (e.g.,
forces associated with the plastic hinge moment of the columns). The objective in Step 1 is to
quantify the seismic demand implied by the design earthquake for the overall bridge system, which
can then be compared with the capacity obtained from the subsequent pseudo-static pushover
analysis (see Step 2 below) to determine the adequacy of the design.

2.2.1.4 Other Loading Mechanisms

The above design process is geared toward designing for the inertial loads on the superstructure
induced by the design earthquake. It should be recognized that there are other loading mechanisms
associated with earth pressure loading on the bridge through the foundation. However, this latter
load case has not been fully developed in current design codes. At poor-soil sites, especially where
there is a potential ground instability (lateral spread associated with liquefaction or slope
deformation), this type of loading has caused most of the historical catastrophic failure of bridges.
Unfortunately, the studies that investigate various design alternatives for this load case are still in
a rudimentary stage. Therefore, designers need to be cognizant ofthe potential ofthe other loading
mechanisms, especially at poor-soil sites. Design for this type of loading is rather complex and
requires a higher degree of interaction with geotechnical engineers in order to implement proper
measures into the design process. Some comments on sound engineering practice for good
engineering design for these conditions are provided in Section 2.6.6.

2.2.1.5 Foundation Damping

Theoretically, various forms of damping (radiation and material or hysteretic dampings are major
sources of foundation damping) should be accounted for in design analysis. In practice,
implementation offoundation damping in design often leads to difficulties, and some default values
are assumed. In addition, precautions must be exercised to avoid misuse ofdamping in design (i.e.
resulting in an overly damped design). Some ofthe difficulties include: (1) radiation damping is rate
dependent and becomes less significant especially for long-span structures which typically have long
periods (typically several seconds fundamental period), (2) damping implied from elasto-dynamic
approach is frequency dependent, which is difficult to be implemented into nonlinear time history
analyses (the analysis approach adopted for important bridge structures), (3) elasto-dynamic
approach has been known to over-predict damping because of its inherent simplification that
foundations are bonded to the soil mass, and (4) material damping is strain dependent and
theoretically should be related to the seismic load level. It is the authors' experience that radiation
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damping involves more implementation difficulties, whereas, accounting for hysteretic material
damping might be more reliable and implementable. Ultimately, one major difficulty is how to
implement foundation damping in the overall bridge model in a practical manner. Very close
interaction between structural and geotechnical experts is required to implement foundation damping
properly. Several highway bridge research projects provided some indication that abutment damping
might play an important role in typical overcrossing bridge structures. From system identification
studies using actual strong motion recordings on bridge structures, as much as 30 percent abutment
damping has been observed for specific modes ofresponse ofthe bridge involving displacement of
the abutments. For toll bridge projects in California, where state-of-the-art soil-structure interaction
analyses are implemented in retrofit and new design projects, about la-percent foundation damping
(without the superstructure) has been sometimes adopted (based on consensus opinion), unless
special studies are conducted on a case by case basis. When this la-percent foundation damping is
implemented into a more massive global bridge model, a much smaller damping ratio for the overall
bridge structure will result in only those specific modes involving foundation displacement. From
the author's experience, for long period bridges, foundation damping (especially compatible to a
design strategy to achieve essentially elastic response in the foundations) is a secondary design issue.

2.2.2 Step 2: Capacity Analysis

Because a linear response analysis usually over-predicts the load level (see previous section), another
analytical step is usually needed to calculate a more realistic force in the system (including
foundation forces) ifthe seismic demand arises from a linear dynamic response analysis. In Step 2,
the complete structure and foundation with the surrounding soil is usually modeled, including
structural nonlinearity in a static (pushover) analysis of the bridge-foundation system to determine
the displacement level where structural yielding is initiated (i.e., to determine yield displacement)
and how the load is distributed to various structural components at various load levels (up to the
design earthquake load level).

On the basis of the analyses, the foundation capacity is evaluated and compared to the demand
determined from Step 1 to determine the adequacy for structural integrity for the design earthquake.
The ratio of the displacement demand versus yield displacement is the ductility demand which can
be used to evaluate whether there is adequate capacity as compared to the seismic demand associated
with the earthquake.

It is our experience that in Step 2 capacity solution, it is more important to properly account for the
structural nonlinearity than soil nonlinearity. However, within the context of the pseudo-static
monotonic loading condition, the currently available numerical tools can incorporate nonlinear soil
behavior rather easily and we encourage that nonlinear soil behavior (e.g., p-y curves) be included
in pushover analysis (Step 2). In many cases, a linearized representation ofsoil stiffness such as the
Terzaghi's subgrade modulus approach could provide reasonable solutions for design applications.

For a laterally-loaded pile problem, usually there is ample soil capacity (ultimate passive pressure
from soil) distributed over the entire pile length. The foundation system capacity is usually
controlled by the structural capacity or the tolerable displacement of the overall bridge. The
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appropriate analysis to determine the foundation capacity for lateral earthquake load relates to the
assessment of the magnitude of lateral deflection that can be tolerated by the bridge and the
foundation's ability to provide vertical support to structures within acceptable performance
(settlement). For earthquake design (which usually implies extremely high loads in states with high
seismicity, but at a relatively low probability ofoccurrence), the structural system is expected to be
damaged and will undergo some level of yielding. At any rate, the state-of-practice in the Step-2
analysis usually involves a higher degree of sophistication in terms of system modeling (e.g.,
involving some form ofnonlinearity) as compared to the Step 1 seismic demand analysis. Because
the demand and capacity models are usually incompatible, it is important to discuss how results in
the seismic demand solutions from Step 1 are related to the capacity solutions from Step 2.

As discussed earlier, results in the Step 1 dynamic analysis are usually used to establish the
displacement demand. In the Step 2 static pushover analysis, the first step would be to determine
whether one should conduct the analysis to the level of prescribed displacement or force. As
mentioned earlier, if the demand arises from a linear dynamic response analysis, the force level
directly from the solution might be too high and an alternate static pushover analysis would be more
valid to determine the load demand at the displacement amplitude determined from Step 1.
Therefore, results from a linear dynamic response analysis is typically used to establish the level of
displacement demand. However, ifthe governing foundation load arises from forces corresponding
to plastic hinge moment of the column, then it would be more valid to treat the loading condition
in this Step 2 analysis as prescribed load, even if an existing equivalent linear stiffness was used for
the foundation. The governing load on the foundation is the lower of the two cases (i.e. forces from
nonlinear pushover to the displacement demand or forces associated with plastic hinge moment).

2.2.3 Prevalent Practice for Conservatism

Because of uncertainties in soil behavior, geotechnical engineering tends to involve some inherent
conservatism in traditional practice. Both geotechnical and structural engineers often assume that
a softer soil stiffness and a lower soil capacity will lead to a more conservative design. This
assumption is true only when the foundation is designed in a force-controlled analysis, such as dead
load in settlement analyses or when the design force is associated with plastic hinging at the column.
For that fixed-load case, a softer soil will obviously develop a greater displacement and a lower
factor of safety. However, as discussed above, a seismic design process often involves a static
pushover analysis to a specified displacement rather than to a well defined load. In such cases, a
softer soil stiffness in the analysis will often imply a lower force in the structural components and
would be unconservative.

Another example that prevalent conservatism might be counter-productive is that a softer foundation
stiffness often results in a more even distribution of the structural load (e.g. column load) among
individual columns or foundations. This is particularly true for battered pile groups where the load
distribution to foundations are controlled by kinematic constraints rather than static equilibrium
considerations, and a softer pile stiffness will usually result in a more even load distribution among
various piles.
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For drilled shaft foundations, an overly soft soil stiffness also can mislead the designers to conclude
that the plastic hinge will occur at a deeper location below grade which often leads to
underestimating the shear demand in the shaft.

From our experience, it can be counter-productive to introduce arbitrary conservatism in
geotechnical recommendations for seismic design. It is recommended that analysis and design for
the seismic load case be conducted using a best-estimated scenario. However, this statement only
applies to the seismic load case, especially for situations where the seismic demand is associated
with dynamic response solutions, rather than associated with plastic hinge mechanisms (e.g. for pier
walls in the transverse loading direction). Traditional conservatism should be maintained in
foundation design for other load cases, where the loads are usually better defined to allow engineers
to judge the level ofconservatism. A better approach to account for uncertainty in the soil behavior
would be to characterize a range of potential foundation and soil behavior (i.e., to provide best
estimates as well as upper and lower-bound recommendations) which imply the need to design for
multiple sets of foundation conditions. However, this could result in undue complexity and
conservatism in the design process resulting in costly foundations. Therefore, it is also important
to gain an appreciation where such higher level of complexity is necessary.

2.3 Single Pile-Head Stiffness

2.3.1 General Form

Characterization of the stiffness characteristics of an individual pile involves an evaluation of the
pile load-displacement behavior for both axial and lateral loading conditions. The overall pile-soil
stiffness can be estimated in a number of ways, and the method used should reflect the soil
characteristics (e.g., type, strength and nonlinearity) and the structural properties of the pile (e.g.,
type, axial and bending stiffnesses, diameter, length and structural constraints).

The stiffnesses of a single pile can be represented by a positive definite, symmetric matrix in the
local coordinate system of the pile with the following coefficients:

Kx / 0 0 0 0 0

K/ 0 0 0 Kyl(}/

KZI 0 -Kz l{}y I 0
Kpile = (2-1)

Kexl 0 0

(symm.) K{}yl 0

K(}/

where Kx ' is the axial stiffness,
Ky ' and Kz ' are the lateral stiffnesses,
Ky '(J;' and Kz 'By' are corresponding coupled stiffnesses between shear and overturning moment,
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K Bx , is the torsional stiffness, and
K(Jy' and K(}z, are the bending stiffnesses.

The coordinate system and stiffness orientations are defined in figure 2-3. The axial translational and
torsional stiffness terms are diagonal coefficients, uncoupled with other degrees of freedom. In a
pile group, the overall torsional moments are resisted mostly by shear and torsional stiffnesses of
the individual piles. The individual pile torsional stiffness, KBx ,would be small and can be assumed
to be zero or very small to avoid artificially constraining the torsional motion of the bridge. The
lateral translational stiffnesses are coupled with rocking rotations through the Ky'(}z' and K=,(Jy'
coefficients.

Eq. (2-1) also shows that there is no cross-coupling between lateral loading in the two orthogonal
x'-y' and x'-z' planes (e.g., no coupling between loading in y' and z' directions), so separate
analyses can be conducted for the two lateral loading directions, thereby reducing the mathematical
problem of lateral loading in either x' -y' or x' -z' planes to three coefficients (the diagonal
translational and rotational plus the off-diagonal cross-coupling stiffness). For piles with
symmetrical cross-sections (e.g., round, square or octagonal piles), the two lateral stiffness
coefficients Ky' and K=" the two lateral coupled stiffnesses Ky'(}z' and K= '()y , and the two bending
stiffness coefficients K(Jy' and K(}z, would be equal to each other. Conversely, if the pile section is
non-symmetric (e.g., it has weak and strong bending axes such as an H-pile), the coefficients for the
two orthogonal planes will differ.

2.3.2 Appropriate Foundation Stiffness Matrix

2.3.2.1 Fundamental Assumptions

A foundation stiffness matrix (either in terms of local single pile or a global pile group) must be
positive-definite and symmetric for it to be suitable for implementation in global model analysis and
design. The correct way to obtain pile-head or pile group stiffness matrices would be to conduct the
quasi-dynamic analyses by applying loading (either as forces or displacements) at the interface node
between the superstructure and foundation model using only linearized pile and soil spring
representation.

A stiffness matrix can be obtained by prescribing for each of the six degrees of freedom (three
translational and three rotational d.o.f.) a unit displacement vector (i.e., unity in translational
displacement or rotation, while keeping the other five degrees offreedom zero). The resultant force
vector corresponding to the unit displacement vector can be used to form the corresponding column
vector in the stiffness matrix. Conversely, a compliance matrix can be obtained by prescribing a unit
force vector (i.e., unity in force or moment, while keeping the other five force components zero).
The resultant displacement vector solution can be used to form the column vector in the compliance
matrix. The inverse of the compliance matrix can then be used to form the foundation stiffness
matrix. The unit load or unit displacement vector load-deflection solution to derive a unique
foundation stiffness matrix requires the development ofan equivalent-linear soil stiffness (e.g., linear
Winkler springs) versus depth.
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2.3.2.2 Stiffness Matrix from Nonlinear Analysis

There is an abundance of computer programs commercially available today that can perform
nonlinear pushover analyses utilizing nonlinear p-y curves for either single piles (e.g., LPILE by
ENSOFT, 1997; COM624 by Reese, 1980; BMCOL76 by Matlock et. aI., 1981), or a pile group
(e.g., GROUP by ENSOFT, 1997; PASS by Bryant et aI., 1977). As a result, many geotechnical
engineers derive the foundation stiffness matrix by conducting load-deflection analyses using elastic
piles embedded in soils modeled by nonlinear p-y springs for lateral soil resistance and nonlinear
t-z springs for axial soil resistance. Secant lateral shear and the corresponding coupled stiffnesses
are then developed from the shear load vs. deflection and shear load vs. rotation curves. Similarly,
secant rotational stiffnesses are developed from nonlinear moment vs. rotation curves. However,
such procedures have led to ill-defined stiffness matrices (i.e., non-positive definite stiffness
foundation matrices) in many projects and caused numerical problems when they are used in global
response analyses. This is because the various terms of the stiffness matrix from these nonlinear
load-deflection analyses (i.e. lateral, moment and coupled stiffnesses) are associated with different
deformed pile shapes which would imply distinctly different sets of equivalent linear soil springs
for each run. Even for a proportional loading condition, each point on the nonlinear load-deflection
curve as shown in figure 2-1 implies its own stiffness matrix corresponding to a specific equivalent
linear soil stiffness distribution with depth. The superposition ofseparate nonlinear load-deflection
solutions to form a stiffness matrix violates the basis for linearity and uniqueness, and could
therefore lead to an ill-defined stiffness matrix.

To ensure a well-conditioned, unique positive-definite and symmetric stiffness matrix, irrespective
of the loading condition used for the dynamic analysis, the pile-soil system should be linearized.
This can be done by conducting the above static pushover analysis with nonlinear soil support
curves, and extracting linear secant p-y and t-z stiffness from the p-y and t-z curves on the basis of
the deflected pile shape. The resultant equation of motion of the pile-soil system can then be
statically condensed upward to the interface node to develop the 6x6 pile submatrix, or directly
solved to obtain the load-deflection solutions. Such operation (static condensation or direct load
deflection solution) do not require any assumption of the form of the foundation stiffness matrix
(such as that shown in eq. (2-1)). For a pile group involving irregular patterns or battered piles, the
form of the foundation stiffness matrix can be rather complex and the discussed procedure should
be used to systematically solve for both the form and the numerical values of the stiffness matrix
coefficients.

One method to ensure that the stiffness matrix is positive-definite would be to invert the stiffness
matrix to develop the compliance matrix and then check that the diagonal terms in the compliance
matrix are all positive. Merely the fact that all diagonal terms of the stiffness matrix are positive
does not guarantee a positive-definite stiffness matrix because ofthe cross-coupling stiffness terms.
While shallow foundations can usually be represented adequately by diagonal stiffness matrices (i.e.,
all off-diagonal stiffness coefficients can be assumed to be zero), deeply embedded foundations
generally imply a high degree ofcross-coupling between the lateral translational and the rotational
terms, and therefore the cross-coupling term must be properly taken into account in the derivation
and implementation of the foundation stiffness and compliance matrices.
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2.3.3 Pile-Head Stiffness for Axial Loading

Generally, it can be assumed that the axial pile-head stiffness in the local pile coordinate axis is
uncoupled with other degrees offreedom and it is rather trivial to avoid non-physically based (non
positive definite) stiffness matrices in the characterization ofthe axial pile stiffness term. Also, axial
load-displacement characteristics can be assumed to be effectively uncoupled with the lateral load
deflection behavior because much ofthe soil resistance associated with axial loading will come from
relatively deep elevations and thus is relatively insensitive to the shallower soil-structure interaction
zone associated with lateral loading. However, since the overall soil resistance for axial loading is
derived along a significant length ofthe pile (especially at the deeper soil strata), and the pile would
be under a relatively large ambient dead load prior to the earthquake, a realistic consideration of
axial pile characteristics requires the ability to account for inhomogeneous soil layering as well as
plastic slippage in the upper part of the pile. Therefore, linear homogeneous analytical solutions
would have relatively minor practical applications in axial pile loading problems.

2.3.3.1 Simplified Graphical Procedure

A simple graphical procedure has been developed by Lam and Martin (1986) for developing the
axial pile stiffness coefficient (Kx )' The method inherently accounts for both soil layering and
plastic soil-pile slippage interface behavior. The procedure is illustrated in figure 2-4 and consists
of the following steps:

(1) Ultimate compressive capacity. Ultimate pile capacity is developed from a site-specific pile
capacity analysis using conventional procedures for skin-friction and end-bearing capacities
for the different soil layers. In assigning the skin-friction and end-bearing capacities, one
should properly account for, among others, the construction method (e.g., predrilling, driving
etc.), special conditions (e.g., consolidation due to surcharging, corrosion) and dynamic soil
behavior (e.g., cyclic strength degradation, soil liquefaction) and strain-rate effects.

(2) Rigid-pile load-displacement curve. Based on the estimated ultimate capacity, a pile load
displacement curve shape is developed using published skin-friction and end-bearing versus
pile displacement relationships. The resulting load-displacement curve in figure 2-4 obtained
as the sum of the skin-friction and end-bearing capacities at each axial pile displacements
will result in a pile-head load-displacement relationship for a rigid pile assumption. This
curve constitutes a lower bound for the actual pile displacements.

(3) Flexible-pile load-displacement curve. When the pile is treated as a column without soil, the
maximum additional compliance related to elastic deformation of the pile with a section
modulus AE, a length L for an axial load Qcan be developed as

o(Q)
QL

AE
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The flexible pile solution can then be obtained by adding the additional displacement values
shown in eq. (2-2) to the rigid-pile load-displacement curve in figure 2-4 at different pile
loads Qcorresponding to the rigid pile load-displacement curve. This curve provides an
upper bound for the actual pile displacements.

(4) "Actual Anticipated" load-displacement curve. The appropriate axial load-displacement
solution will be bounded by the two (rigid and flexible load-displacement) solutions derived
in Steps 2 and 3. The actual load-displacement curve would depend on the specific pile-soil
system. Generally, the average ofboth solutions will be a good approximation. For an end
bearing pile, the appropriate curve may be closer to the flexible pile solution. In general, at
small load levels, the upper portion of the pile is compressed first, and thus the load
displacement curve will be closer to the rigid-pile curve at small load. At higher loads,
slippage occurs along most of the pile and the solution might migrate closer to the flexible
pile curve.

(5) Axial pile stiffness. Finally, an axial secant stiffness to be implemented into the axial
stiffness coefficient in eq. (2-1) can be estimated from the anticipated load-displacement
curve compatible with the axial compression load or the considered displacement range. For
dynamic analyses, the secant stiffness would typically extend from the curve's origin to the
level of cyclic load amplitude. For regular highway bridge foundation piles, typical levels
of cyclic compression loading would be in the range from 50 to 70% of the ultimate pile
capacity.

2.3.3.2 Stiffness for Uplift Loading

If the axial stiffness is to be used for uplift loading only, the above procedure can be used to obtain
the corresponding uplift load-displacement backbone curve by use ofskin-friction capacity for uplift
loading, ignoring the end-bearing capacity.

2.3.3.3 Selection of Secant Stiffness

The load-displacement curve (either the compression or the tension loading curves) represents the
expected initial load-displacement (referred as the backbone curve) at the pile head. For axial
loading, prior to the earthquake, the pile would be subjected to a large ambient static dead load and
the appropriate secant stiffness for earthquake response should reflect the hysteretic loading,
unloading and reloading behavior which can be approximated by the secant stiffness extending from
the origin to the cyclic load amplitude in compression. A secant stiffness from the zero origin to the
peak earthquake load (i.e., the sum ofambient static plus cyclic load) tends to be too soft to represent
the stiffer unloading reloading stiffness.

More refined nonlinear solutions can be derived from computer analyses (e.g. Lam and Law, 1994)
with distributed t-z curves to model the skin frictional behavior along the pile along with a Q-u curve
to represent the end-bearing behavior. The actual axial loading behavior expected for earthquake
condition can be rather complex. Other than the pile and soil condition, complexity for
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characterization of equivalent linear axial stiffness is compounded by the initial offset due to the
static ambient pile load, as discussed previously. The axial stiffness for cyclic moment loading on
the footing would vary depending on the position ofthe pile within the pile group as the outer piles
would be much more heavily loaded.

Also, there is some fundamental difference in the cyclic response between skin friction and the end
bearing component ofsoil resistance. Figure 2-5 presents some representative hysteresis loops from
overturning of a typical 3x3 pile group to illustrate differences in behavior between skin-friction
versus end-bearing piles. The skin friction behavior resembles typical hysteretic behavior, whereas
end-bearing piles could exhibit gapping behavior which is a form ofgeometric nonlinearity. Also,
axial load-displacement characteristics vary depending on the magnitude of pile load and tend to
exhibit perfectly plastic behavior (i.e. constant load for increasing displacement) ifthe displacement
is sufficiently high to reach the plastic branch. Therefore, the axial stiffness can change drastically
from a stiff scenario on the elastic branch to a much softer scenario on the plastic branch
corresponding to highly nonlinear behavior. The degree of nonlinearity for load-deflection
characteristics associated with lateral loading tends to be less severe than the axial load-displacement
characteristics as discussed more fully in later sections. For some cases, especially for end-bearing
piles with very shallow penetration, the behavior of a pile group can resemble shallow spread
footings and the load-displacement characteristics could be dominated by uplifting of some of the
piles and exhibit a high degree of geometric nonlinearity where it becomes more difficult to
linearize.

While most recent research on seismic design of foundations emphasize the lateral pile loading
problem, the axial pile loading problem related to the rocking response of the pile group involves
more complexity in both material and geometric nonlinearities. There is evidence that the overall
response of the structure would be more sensitive to variations in the axial pile stiffness (i.e.,
rocking stiffness of the pile group) and therefore the axial pile loading problem deserves more
attention (Douglas and Norris, 1983). Moreover, moment demand on a pile group generally should
govern the foundation design (i.e., size of the pile group, number and length of piles) in typical
situations, rather than the lateral load if the foundation is properly designed for typical soil
conditions. This is the reason why the Caltrans Bridge Design Specifications contain explicit
statements suggesting that the shear load should not govern the foundation design, and that the
design for most existing foundations in high seismic region would be governed by the overturning
moment load case.

2.3.4 Pile-Head Stiffness for Lateral Loading

In practice, the lateral pile load-deflection characteristics are determined by a pushover analysis
using a beam supported by springs which are characterized by nonlinear (p-y) curves. This type of
pseudo static soil structure interaction problem can be analyzed using a variety ofmethods including
discrete beam-column and finite-element type analyses. Various authors have developed empirical
deflection-dependent lateral soil resistance curves for sand and clays based on small-diameter pile
load tests. The most commonly used p-y curves are those by Reese et al (1974) for sands and by
Matlock (1970) for clays. As discussed in Section 2.3.2, these curves should be linearized to
develop a consistent set of lateral, rocking and coupled stiffnesses.
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2.3.4.1 Linear Subgrade Modulus

Lam and Martin (1986) found that lateral load-deflection characteristics representing the overall
stiffness of the pile-soil system would only be mildly nonlinear because the elastic pile usually
dominates the nonlinear soil stiffness. Furthermore, the significant soil-pile interaction zone is
usually confined to a depth at the upper 5 to 10 pile diameters. Therefore, simplified single-layer
pile-head stiffness design charts are appropriate for lateral loading. Some ofsuch single-layer linear
design charts are presented in figures 2-6 to 2-9 that make use of a discrete Winkler spring soil
model in which stiffness increases linearly with depth from zero at grade level where the location
ofthe pile-head is assumed. The representation ofa subgrade stiffness increasing linearly with depth
has been found to reasonably fit pile load test data for both sand and clay soil conditions. For this
soil-pile representation, the system is reduced to two parameters: (1) the pile bending stiffness E1
and (2) a coefficient of variation in elastic subgrade modulus with depth,! The coefficient! has
the unit of ForceNolume (FL-3

) and is used to define the subgrade modulus E., at depth z,
representing the soil stiffness per unit pile length (see figures 2-6 to 2-9):

(2-3)

Values of ! for normal design working loads have been published by Terzaghi (1955) and
Murchison and O'Neill (1983) for piles embedded in sand as a function of corrected Standard
Penetration Test (SPT) blowcount or density (see figure 2-10). Figure 2-11 shows a correlation of
! values with cohesion of clay soils (Lam et aI., 1991). For the purpose ofselecting an appropriate
! value, the soil condition at the upper 5 pile diameters should be used. The two charts presented in
figures 2-10 and 2-11 were based on data for smaller-diameter (12-inch) piles, but can be used for
piles up to about 24 inches in diameter.

Given a selected/value and the bending stiffness of the pile E1, lateral and rocking stiffnesses can
be directly read-off the charts shown in figures 2-6 to 2-9 (Lam et aI, 1991). The charts assume no
pile top embedment, but also yield reasonable stiffnesses for shallow embedments not exceeding
about 5 feet, in which case the soil above the pile top would be neglected. An additional set of
design charts for lateral stiffness ofa pinned -head (i.e. zero bending moment) condition are included
in figure 2-9. If the ratio of variation in subgrade modulus as shown in figures 2-10 and 2-11 are
used to derive the pile-head stiffness matrix from figures 2-6 to 2-9, the resultant pile-head stiffness
matrix corresponds to the stiffness between about 0.25 and 2-inch pile-head deflection.

These stiffness charts are appropriate for embedded piles that are sufficiently long to approach the
solution of an infinitely long ("flexible") pile condition (this is valid for most conditions). There is
a theoretical characteristic length ofthe pile-soil system that depends on both the bending stiffness
of the pile as well as the stiffness of the soil. When the ratio of the embedded pile length to this
characteristic length exceeds a value of about 3, the pile can be regarded as an infinitely long pile
for pile-head stiffness characterization. The following equation can be used to obtain the
characteristic length of the pile soil system:
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for subgrade stiffness increasing linearly with depth

for subgrade stiffness Es constant with depth

(2-4)

(2-5)

The discussed procedures are appropriate for calculating pile-head stiffnesses for typical smaller
diameter piles. For larger-diameter piles (i.e., drilled shafts) drilled and grouted in place (similar to
large-diameter drilled shafts), there are some evidence that the above recommended coefficient!of
variation in subgrade modulus would be too soft. Some recommendations to adjust the soil stiffness
parameters are recommended later in this report along with a mechanistic explanation for the
apparent higher subgrade stiffness for large-diameter drilled shafts and other relevant topics (e.g.,
effective versus gross sectional properties). For concrete piles, it has been found that the choice of
the pile bending stiffness (reflecting cracked sectional properties) is very important. Figure 2-12 has
been taken from the structural design literature (Priestley et aI., 1996) to provide adjustment factors
for the effective (e.g., cracked) bending stiffness for concrete piles.

2.3.4.2 Embedment Effect

As a result of additional overburden, soil resistance on the pile increases and the stiffness
coefficients increase with the depth ofembedment. Figures 2-13 to 2-15 present pile-head stiffness
coefficients for pile embedment depths of5 and 10ft based on a subgrade modulus which increases
linearly with depth. It can be seen from these figures that the embedment effect on the stiffnesses
is larger for slender piles and tends to diminish for stiffer piles, and that the lateral stiffness is
affected the most. For example, for a pile cap embedded in slightly compact sand (f-=10 pci), figure
2-13 shows an increase in embedment depth from 0 to 5 ft can increase the lateral pile-head stiffness
by a factor of2.3 (slender pile) to 1.3 (rigid pile). For a depth increase from 0 to 10 ft, the stiffness
increases from 3.5 (slender pile) to 1.5 (rigid pile) times.

These figures also illustrate that the significance of the embedment depth effect is greater in dense
sands. For example, for a 12-inch square concrete pile (El=6.22x109 lb-in2

) embedded 5 ft, the
lateral stiffness increases by a factor of 1.6 in slightly compact sand (f-=10 pci) and 2.6 in dense sand
(f-=100 pci).

2.3.4.3 Relationship Between Subgrade Modulus and Soil Modulus

Vesic (1961) compared the solution for an infinitely-long beam resting on an elastic halfspace and
arrived at the following relationship between the Winkler spring subgrade modulus Es and the
Young's modulus of the elastic halfspace EsDil :
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(2-6)

for a Poisson's ratio, v of 0.5, Es :::: Esoil , or the subgrade modulus can be approximated by the
Young's modulus of the soil.

2.3.4.4 Presumptive Lateral Stiffnesses

In addition to the above theoretical pile stiffness values, some presumptive stiffness values
commonly adopted in practice by structural designers are provided for cross comparison. Section
4.3.4.8 of the Caltrans BDS (1993) gives the following lateral stiffnesses (termed Ky ' and Kz' in
eq. (1) ) based on pile load tests:

Pile type
16" CIDH
15" driven concrete pile
12" driven concrete pile
12" or 10" steel flange pile
8" steel flange pile
timber

Lateral pile-head stiffness (kips/in)
52
52
20
20
16
20

These stiffnesses were recommended for piles in normal soil conditions with SPT blowcounts of
10 blows per foot and higher, and can be used for service load design (1/4-inch displacement
criteria).

Pile load tests at the Cypress Viaduct interpreted by Yashinksy and Zelinski (1993) led to the
following guidelines used for San Francisco double-deck viaduct retrofit:

Pile type
Steel
Concrete
Raymond step-tapered

Lateral pile-head stiffness (kips/in)
Soft soil Stiff soil
20 to 30 35
20 40
40 max. 40

It should be noted that the above stiffnesses include contribution from the passive soil stiffness
acting at the face of typical pile caps (see Section 2.4). The above presumptive stiffnesses in
Caltrans BDS were originally recommended for service load design and to limit the foundation to
an acceptable value ofstructural displacement due to the lateral force demands for service load cases.
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The above Caltrans BDS recommended lateral stiffnesses were originally developed for service load
design. However, the above tabulated stiffnesses values could also serve as a rule-of-thumb and as
a crude check on more refined site-specific solutions or for the earthquake load case.

2.3.5 Foundation Displacement/Rotation Criteria

Allowable foundation displacement (rotation) is a very important subject. However, more research
is needed to develop rational guidelines. The most comprehensive study on tolerable foundation
displacement to-date is that conducted by Moulton et al. (1985) which suggests tolerable lateral
deflections up to 2 inches, and differential settlements arising from rotations of 0.004 rad for
continuous structures and 0.005 rad for simply supported structures based on observation of
performance ofexisting bridges under normal service conditions. Moulton's study suggests that the
conventional 0.25-inch service load criteria might be over conservative, especially for poor soil
conditions or for cantilevered pile caps such as many water crossings.

To date, there are a few guidelines on what might be regarded as tolerable foundation movement for
earthquake loading. Probably the only rational approach to determine tolerable movements for
earthquake loading would be on the basis ofthe level of stress or strain on structural components and
computed displacements at expansion joints. Nevertheless, the level of tolerable foundation
displacement observed by Moulton for service load can be regarded as a conservative criterion for
the more severe and relatively rare earthquake loading condition. A recent NCHRP project (1991)
re-examined the data compiled by Moulton et al. and recommended an upper-bound limit ofangular
distortion of 0.004 rad for continuous bridges, but up to 0.008 rad for simple-span bridges. That
report led to Commentary C4.5.1 ofthe ATC-32 (1996) suggesting presumptive tolerable foundation
rotations of0.008 rad and lateral deflections ofup to 2-inch as presumptive and conservative seismic
design criteria. It is recommended that the designers base their decisions on specific case by case
examinations of the level of stress and strain and displacements on specific structures wherever
possible for earthquake loading. Current design procedure is also too crude in many respect to
accurately predict relative displacements (e.g., the current procedure cannot account for spatial
variations in ground motion). Therefore, other traditional rules (e.g., minimum seat width) must still
be observed in design practice.

2.4 Pile-Group Stiffness

2.4.1 Rigorous Method Using Static Equilibrium

A simplified, rigorous procedure to develop a linear 6x6 pile group stiffness matrix has been
described in Lam and Martin (1986) and incorporated into a computer program by Lam et al (1986).
The procedure can be applied to any number of piles and geometric pile group configurations and
assumes that the pile cap is infinitely rigid. The stiffness of a pile group is found by static
condensation ofall pile-head stiffnesses into a single foundation node using basic matrix operations.
The individual steps of this procedure are as follows (refer to figure 2-3):
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(l) Select one of the 6 degrees of freedom (three translational and three rotational) of the
foundation node and apply a unit displacement or rotation to this degree offreedom. For the
first degree of freedom, the pile group displacement vector would be as follows:

b x 1

by 0

5z 0
D= (2-7)

Bx 0

By 0

Bz 0

(2) Perform the following Steps (a) to (e) for each pile in the group:

(a) Calculate the pile-head displacement and rotation that result from the applied pile
group displacement vector D, taking into account the pile group geometry (e.g., pile
head offsets L~.x, flY and flZ from the pile group node). This can be achieved using
a geometric pile group-to-pile displacement transformation matrix A:

d pi1e =AD (2-8)

(b) The local pile coordinate system usually differs from the pile group coordinate
system. The induced pile-head displacements and rotations Dpile can be transformed
into the pile coordinate system using a pile group-to-pile coordinate transformation
matrix T:

(2-9)

(c) Obtain the pile-head forces and moments resulting from the pile-head movements
dpi1eby multiplying the movements by the pile-head stiffnesses K pi1e from Section 2.3:

(2-10)

(d) Transform the pile-head forces and moments back to the pile group coordinate
system using the inverse ofthe coordinate transformation matrix T:

(2-11)

(e) Calculate the pile group force and moment contributions resulting from the pile using
the inverse of the geometric transformation matrix A:

F =A-I F
pi1e
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(3) At the pile group node, superimpose the force and moment contributions from all piles:

F~roup =IF
piles

(2-13)

(4) The total pile group reactions F~roup are due to a unit displacement D applied in Step (1) to
the ith degree of freedom at the pile group node, and therefore represent the ith row (and
column) in the pile group stiffness matrix. Repeat steps (1) to (3) for the remaining 5
degrees of freedom to obtain the remaining column vectors. Superpose all 6 columns to
obtain the full 6x6 pile group stiffness matrix:

F group = K group D group

2.4.1.1 Special Case of Plumb Pile Group

(2-14)

For a pile group consisting of only plumb (vertical) piles, the translational and cross-coupling
stiffness of the group is simply the sum of the corresponding stiffnesses of all piles. For piles of
symmetrical cross-sections (e.g., round, square or octagonal piles), the coupled terms in the pile
group stiffness matrix are all equal. Conversely, if the pile layout is non-symmetric or involving
bartered piles, the matrix can differ from a single pile stiffness matrix as shown in eq. (2-1).

For the rocking stiffnesses of the pile group, however, the axial stiffnesses and cross-coupling
stiffnesses of each pile need to be reflected in addition to each piles' rocking stiffnesses. The pile
group rocking stiffness can be calculated as follows (refer to figure 2-3):

K -" K pile
BX - LJ By

piles

Kez = I K::le

piles

+ I K ~ile Z2
piles

+ I K~ile y2
piles

(2-15)

K BY = I K ~ile X 2 + I K ;'ile Z 2

piles piles

To avoid complexities in developing and entering complicated matrices into the structural model,
an alternative simplified method is presented below.

2.4.2 Simplified Method Using an Equivalent-Cantilever Approach

The pile group matrix can also be developed using a simple elastic equivalent-cantilever model to
approximate the individual pile-head stiffness matrix. The concept is to match the individual single
pile stiffness matrix coefficients of eq. (2-3), usually provided by the geotechnical engineer, with
the following equivalent cantilever model:
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AE
0 0 0 0 0--

L
12Elz • 0 0 0 6Elz •

L3 L2

12Ely '
0

_ 6Ely .
0

K pile = L3 L2
(2-16)

GJt 0 0
L3

4Ely '
0

L
4Elz•

L

where L is the equivalent cantilever's length,
A is the equivalent cantilever's uniform cross-sectional area,
E is the equivalent cantilever' elastic modulus,
G is equivalent the cantilever's shear modulus,
1y ' is the equivalent cantilever's moment of inertia about lateral y' -axis,
Ii:' is the,equivalent cantilever's moment's of inertia about lateral z' -axis, and
~ is the equivalent cantilever's torsional moment of inertia about axial x' -axis.

In this method, each pile is represented by a uniform elastic cantilever beam with unknown length,
cross-section and moments of inertia (see figure 2-16) and with its bottom end (point offixity) fixed.
The characteristics ofthese cantilever beams can be obtained by matching the matrices in eq. (2-16)
and (2-1). The beams can then be directly incorporated into the structural designer's complete pile
group or global bridge model, to take into account the stiffness ofthe pile soil system as well as the
orientation of each pile member. This approach is presented because only a beam element would
be needed to account for the more complicated beam on Winkler spring or p-y curve model. The
equivalent cantilever beam model can then be used in a global model to account for the soil, the pile
stiffness and to explicitly inputting a rather complex pile layout along with battering effects ofeach
pile. Implementing a pile group configuration by way ofan equivalent cantilever model would also
be manageable from the point of view of the needed number of degrees of freedom in a typical
problem.

In seismic design, the equivalent cantilever model is normally established by matching
displacements or stiffness ofthe soil-pile system in dynamic response analysis. The resultant model
represents the foundation stiffness properly, but the calculated shear and bending moments in the
cantilever may not bear any relevance to those in the actual pile. Therefore, this particular modeling
approach is only suitable for the first step in the design process to represent foundation stiffness in
a global dynamic response analysis of the bridge structure. To calculate pile forces, it is necessary
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to go through the second step (static pushover) analysis, where the complete, realistic pile with the
surrounding soil is modeled.

2.4.2.1 Equivalent Cantilever Model Parameter for Lateral Loading

The process of developing an equivalent cantilever model to represent the foundation stiffness ofa
soil-pile system involves choosing the appropriate cantilever pile parameters such that eq. (2-16)
would approximate the stiffness matrix of a given soil-pile system as defined in eq. (2-1). The
equivalent cantilever model can be evaluated for each ofthe two orthogonal lateral loading directions
independently. The foregoing discussions present the methodology to develop the equivalent
cantilever model parameter for loading in a x-y plane (i.e. loading in the y direction in the local pile
coordinate). The procedure can be repeated for the other orthogonal z loading directions.

For a pile of flexural stiffness Elp embedded in a soil of linearly increasing subgrade modulus, the
stiffness matrix at the pile head at the grade elevation can be calculated as (Lam et aI., 1991)

1.06 0.98
-- --

[Ky , Ky ,&,] ,:{3 ,:{2
(2-17)K = = El

Kyle/ Ke/
p 0.98 1.48

-- --
,:{2 ,:{

in which A is the characteristic length of the pile soil system as defined in eq. (2-4) or (2-5).

2.4.2.2 Cantilever Model Matched to Diagonal Stiffnesses

The stiffness matrix for each pile with its soil support (as shown in eq. (2-17) ) and for the lateral
loading direction can be approximated by an equivalent cantilever beam column by choosing the
appropriate Ele and equivalent cantilever length Le• It is obvious that these two cantilever model
parameters are insufficient to satisfy all three stiffness coefficients (two diagonal stiffness and one
cross-coupling stiffness coefficients) in eq. (2-17). The general approach would be to match the
diagonal stiffness terms, leading to the following cantilever model parameters:

(2-18)

(2-19)

The corresponding cantilever model, in terms ofthe actual diagonal stiffness coefficient ofa pile-soil
system (e.g. determined from actual load-deflection solutions by computer analysis) are given below.

(2-20)

(2-21)
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2.4.2.3 Cantilever Model Matched to Translational and Cross Coupling Stiffnesses

The basis of matching the diagonal stiffness coefficient in the above equivalent cantilever model
appears generally sound, especially for a pile extension type configuration such as shown in figure
1-1(b).

For a pile footing type configuration such as shown in figure l-l(a), the rotational stiffness of the
pile group tends to be dominated by the axial pile stiffness as compared to the stiffness contribution
from the bending stiffness of individual piles. Therefore, it might be possible to choose the
equivalent cantilever model solely to match the lateral force versus deflection equation (i.e. the first
of eq. (2-17), by matching the translational and the cross-coupling stiffness term), resulting in the
following cantilever model:

L
e

:=: 1.85), (2-22)

(2-23)

This approach can lead to a more appropriate lateral stiffness for a wider range ofpile-head boundary
(fixed and free-head) conditions. This cantilever model can be expressed in terms ofthe lateral and
cross-coupling stiffness coefficients of a pile-soil system shown in eq. (2-1) as follows (e.g.,
determined from actual load-deflection solutions by computer analysis):

Le = 2 (KY'e:J (Kz.)-l

Ele = 0.667 (KY 'e:J 3 (KJ-2

2.4.2.4 Axial and Torsional Stiffnesses

(2-24)

(2-25)

The axial translational displacement stiffness coefficient is uncoupled with other stiffness
coefficients in the local pile coordinates. While there are many complexities in establishing the
appropriate axial pile stiffness, it is rather trivial to implement the axial pile stiffness term in a global
model. In the equivalent cantilever model, with a beam length Le calculated as shown above to
match lateral load-deflection characteristics, the axial stiffness of the model would merely be:

(2-26)

The torsional stiffness ofthe overall pile group is usually dominated by the translational stiffnesses
of individual piles in conjunction with the spacing between the pile and the neutral torsional axis of
the pile group. The contribution ofthe torsional stiffness of individual piles tends to be very small.
To avoid artificial overly constraining the torsional mode of response in the global bridge model,
the torsional stiffness of an individual pile should be zero or an arbitrarily small value because of
the lack of a well established method or procedure to derive the torsional pile stiffness.
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2.5 Pilecap Stiffness

2.5.1 Previous Research on Interaction Between Pile and Pile Cap

In addition to the component of soil resistance acting on the piles, a pile footing involves an
additional component of soil resistance acting on the pile cap. A research project has been
conducted at the Renselaer Polytechnic Institute led by Dobry to evaluate the component of soil
resistance associated with the pile cap (Gadre, 1997). The research program initiated by centrifuge
tests on embedded piles alone, then embedded pile cap without piles, followed by testing of
embedded piles with a pile cap to investigate the various component of soil resistance and how they
interact with each other. Static finite-element analyses were also used to extend the results of
centrifuge tests to various pilecap geometries. Major conclusions from the research program are
summarized as follows:

(l) Pile-soil interaction analyses based on the p-y curve approach gives reasonable account of
stiffness characteristics of the pile-soil interaction mechanism. Similar conclusions on the
reasonableness ofp-y curves have been confirmed by other numerous research projects.

(2) Centrifuge test data for loading ofthe pile cap alone indicates that the overall load-deflection
characteristics ofthe pile cap (both stiffness and internal damping energy) can be developed
by summation ofthe various component ofresistance: (i) passive pressure acting on the front
face ofthe pile cap, (ii) side shears acting on the two vertical side surfaces ofthe pile cap and
(iii) base shear acting on the bottom of the pile cap.

The most significant component ofresistance arises from the passive pressure acting on the
front face of the pile cap, which constitutes over 50% ofthe total resistance for the range of
pile cap geometries studied. Classical earth pressure theories give reasonable account ofthis
passive component ofsoil resistance. The wall-soil interface friction angle was found to be
as high as the internal friction angle of soil. However, the soil resistance acting on the pile
cap should be regarded as a force capacity rather than a stiffness because the displacement
amplitude to reach the ultimate capacity occurs at a relatively small value, of the order of 1
to 2 inches. As a result, the secant stiffness mobilized by the pile cap decreases at increasing
pile cap deflection within the range ofdesign interest. At deflections exceeding 1 to 2 inch
range, an ultimate capacity is reached and the secant modulus can be estimated by the ratio
of the ultimate force capacity and the cap deflection.

(3) Centrifuge data for pile embedded into pile cap shows that there is some degree ofpile cap
pile interaction (i.e. the load-deflection characteristics associated with the pile cap and the
pile varies to some degree depending on loading on the other component). This is because
the load acting both on the pile cap and the piles will ultimately be resisted by the soil mass
at the same zone. Also, the experiment confirms findings from both above items, that the
component of soil resistance on the pile can be regarded as a form of stiffness, whereas the
component ofsoil resistance on the pile cap would better be characterized as a constant force
capacity.
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The above research findings will be used as a basis to develop the appropriate overall load-deflection
characteristics of typical pile footings to account for both the pile cap and pile component of soil
resistance.

Other full-scale experimental data on the passive soil resistance mobilized at the vertical pile cap
face can be found from full-scale load tests reported by Abcarius (1991). This additional stiffness
should be included only for stable soil sites and its resistance would be small and should be ignored
for soft clay and liquefiable sites. The pile cap stiffness is the ultimate soil capacity divided by an
estimated displacement to mobilize this capacity. Figure 2-17 illustrates a simple procedure to
estimate the ultimate capacity.

2.5.2 Recommendation for Incorporating Pile Cap Stiffness

The following recommendations would be appropriate to incorporate the pile cap stiffness into the
pile group based on various studies.

(1) For stable level ground conditions (i.e., level ground and competent soils with blowcounts
above 10 blows per foot), the component of the passive pressure soil resistance on the front
vertical pile cap face can be added to the stiffness and resistance derived from the pile
members. Because ofpotential interaction between the pile cap and the supporting piles, it
is recommended to ignore other components of soil resistance acting on the pile cap,
including the shear force at the bottom of the pile cap, and side shears on the two side
surfaces.

(2) The appropriate classical earth pressure theories can be used to calculate the ultimate passive
pressure capacity. This ultimate capacity can be used to construct an elasto-plastic load
deflection curve to represent the characteristics of the pile cap. Such limiting-equilibrium
solutions can be used to develop the ultimate passive pressure capacity on the front vertical
pile cap face which can be used to form the ultimate capacity of the pile cap. Some further
details on the passive earth pressure theories for various soil types will be discussed further.

(3) An elastic slope would then be needed to form the elastic stiffness, along with the ultimate
passive pressure capacity, to develop an elasto-perfectly plastic load-deflection curve to
characterize the load-deflection characteristics ofthe pile cap. Theoretically, the elastic slope
would depend on the configuration ofthe front vertical pilecap face (especially the thickness
of the pile cap) and the modulus of the soil. Elastic solutions are available (e.g. Wilson,
1988) for this elastic stiffness. However, experimental data (Gadre, 1997) shows that the
solution depends very strongly on the choice ofthe appropriate soil modulus. Ifshear wave
velocity is used to derive the soil modulus, data shows that a rather low secant modulus to
low-strain modulus ratio (less than 0.1) is needed to predict the initial stiffness from the
experiment. Moreover, since the ultimate capacity is reached at rather small deflection
values, the range where elastic half space theory applies would be rather limited.
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(4) Experimental data (Gadre, 1997) further shows that the deflection level to reach the ultimate
pile cap capacity occurs at about 0.03 to 0.05 times the embedment depth. When an elastic
perfectly plastic model is fitted to that data, however, the ultimate capacity occurs at a
deflection ofabout 0.02 times the embedment depth, which is consistent with data from other
wall-soil interaction experiments.

(5) The above load-deflection characteristics can be used to develop the equivalent linear secant
stiffness to be added to the stiffness of the piles.

The foregoing procedure to account for additional stiffness contributions ofthe pile cap only applies
to typical conditions where the ground is level. For many cases, where the footing might be adjacent
to embankment slopes (e.g. at abutments) and where the ground elevation is not level, or where poor
soils exist, the pile cap stiffness would be significantly eroded, so that the contribution from the pile
cap determined using the foregoing procedure would not be appropriate and must be dealt with on
a case by case basis.

2.5.3 Passive Earth Pressure for Sand

The ultimate static soil resistance at the pile cap face can be determined based on classical passive
earth pressure theories by treating the face as an embedded wall. A passive earth pressure condition
arises when the pile cap is forced to move toward the soil mass (as opposed to an active earth
pressure condition where the pile cap moves away from the soil, or an at-rest earth pressure
condition where the pile cap is in at a neutral condition between the two active and passive
condition).

Solutions based on various earth pressure theories are available in the literature, including: (I)
Rankine's theory, which assumes that the wall-soil interface is perfectly smooth, (2) Coulomb
theory, which accounts for interface friction, but assumes a planar failure mechanism, or (3) a
logarithmic spiral-type failure mechanism in granular soils (Caquot and Kerisel, 1948), which can
be regarded as an improvement over Coulomb's planar failure assumption. Among these three earth
pressure theories, the log-spiral method can be regarded as technically correct for frictional sandy
soils. Several experimental studies (Rollins et aI., 1997; Gadre, 1997; and Maroney et aI., 1994)
confirmed the validity ofCaquot and Kerisel's solution, and the measured wall-soil interface friction
angle corresponding to the full internal friction angle of sand (8=~). On the basis of the evidence
reviewed, the authors recommend adopting Caquot and Kerisel's log-spiral solution for general
application as shown in figure 2-18. Based on available data, a wall-soil interface angle equal to the
full internal friction angle ofthe soil would represent the best-estimated scenario. However, taking
the interface friction angle to be half of the soil friction angle (8=Y2~) can be adopted for a
conservative design, especially for poor soil sites where the soils could be degraded. Figure 2-17
summarizes how the earth pressure coefficient in figure 2-18 can be used to calculate the ultimate
passive pressure capacity of the pile cap.
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2.5.4 Passive Earth Pressure for General c-~ Soils

In addition to purely frictional soils (sands with friction angle ~ with zero cohesion), Martin et al.
(1997) also presented some numerical solutions for the passive pressure coefficient for purely
cohesive (only c) soils and general c-~ soils. Proven solutions for general c-~ soils and wall-soil
interface friction are not available in the literature. Following interim procedure is recommended
to deduce passive pressure capacity for cohesive and c-~ soils:

• For purely frictional soils (i.e. only ~), adopt the above discussed log-spiral solutions for the
frictional component of soil resistance.

• For purely cohesive soils (only c) develop the capacity based on the effective overburden
pressure (self weight of the soil) plus an additional component equal to 2c as shown in
figure 2-17.

• For a general combination offrictional and cohesive (i.e. c-~) soils, use the combination rule
as shown in figure 2-17.

2.5.5 Typical Earth Pressure Coefficients for Design

For seismic design, the effects of soil resistance at the pile cap under seismic loadings is not well
understood. In absence of a common consensus, it is suggested that the seismic passive earth
pressure coefficient Kpe for friction soils should be determined on the basis of a log-spiral type
mechanism with high wall friction. For Caltrans standard wall structural backfill (Caltrans Bridge
Design Specifications, 1990) with full friction, a Kpe of 16 can be justified. Large-scale cyclic wall
load tests in sand documented by Maroney et al. (1994) have shown that an average maximum soil
pressure of369 kPa (7.7 ksf) can be justified for a 2.44-m (8-ft) high wall, which corresponds well
with this Kpe value (Gadre, 1997). Dobry's centrifuge data confirmed the use of passive pressure
theory. However, Dobry concluded that the conventionally assumed 7.7 ksfofpassive pressure for
a typical abutment wall could be too high. Also, soils around pile caps might not be as compacted
as approach fills behind abutments. For the above reasons, it is recominended that passive pressure
coefficient of about 10 could be regarded as typical for pile cap resistance.

The maximum pressure of 7.7 ksf is used by Caltrans for design of abutment walls of 8-ft height
(Caltrans Memo to Designers 20-4, 1995). According to classical earth pressure theory for frictional
soils, the average maximum pressure would depend on the wall height because soil pressure
increases linearly with depth (e.g., proportional to overburden pressure). The integrated ultimate
capacity would then be proportional to the square of the wall height. For wall heights less than 8 ft,
the maximum pressure could then be obtained using a linear interpolation.

.2.5.6 Pile Cap Displacement

The lateral deflection to mobilize the full passive pressure capacity must be estimated. Clough and
Duncan (1991) suggested "wall" movements from 1% to 2% ofthe thickness of the embedded pile
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cap. The elastic stiffness should theoretically depend on the configuration of the wall contact
configuration as well as the modulus of the soil. Elastic stiffness solutions can be developed based
on more rigorous numerical solutions or approximate elastic stiffness charts such as that from
Wilson (1988) as shown in figure 2-19. However, use of this elastic stiffness chart is hampered by
difficulty in choosing the appropriate elastic soil modulus. If a low-strain shear modulus is used
from geophysical shear wave velocity data, it should be modified using a rather small multiplication
factor (as low as 0.1) to reflect the much higher level ofstrain from the rather high structural loading
as compared to the strain expected from free-field response. Also, elastic soil moduli are difficult
or expensive to obtain for most applications. The criteria of I% to 2 % of the thickness of the pile
cap might be more practical. The choice of the 1% versus 2% might be guided by the specific soil
type with the choice of higher displacement value for soft soils (e.g., for soft to medium clay and
loose sands).

A bilinear elasto-plastic load-deflection curve can be developed by the use of aforementioned
passive pressure theories to estimate the ultimate passive pressure soil resistance. The elastic
stiffness can be developed based on the ratio of the ultimate capacity to the deflection level to fully
mobilize the ultimate capacity. The stiffness at any deflection level can be deduced based on the
equivalent-linear stiffness from the elasto-plastic load-deflection curve. As discussed in Section 2.2,
a secant stiffness at about 0.5 to 0.65 of the peak foundation deflection from the global dynamic
response model would be appropriate in an iterative solution process to establish the equivalent
linear secant modulus ofthe foundation. The 0.5 to 0.65 factor applied to peak foundation deflection
differs from the iterative process used to develop equivalent linear abutment stiffness in bridge
design. Because in the abutment modeling process, the intent is to introduce a softer abutment
stiffness into the global bridge model in order to develop a sufficiently conservative load distribution
to the columns for structural integrity assessment. In contrast, emphasis in foundation modeling
should be placed on representing the foundation stiffness realistically such that the resultant global
model would have the desirable dynamic response characteristics (i.e., fundamental period). The
load distribution between the resistance on the pile cap versus the underlying piles can best be
addressed in a separate nonlinear pseudo-static pushover analysis where the actual elasto-plastic pile
cap load-deflection curves and nonlinear p-y curves along the piles are modeled.

The resultant pile cap stiffnesses can be added to the diagonal lateral translational stiffness
coefficients in the pile group stiffness matrix developed in this section for the total pile group-pile
cap stiffness matrix.
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2.6 Nonlinear Load-deflection Sensitivity Study

2.6.1 Background on p-y Curves

This section presents a series of nonlinear load-deflection solutions based largely on p-y curve
approaches to illustrate a number of sensitivity issues to aid the designers in the decision-making
process in foundation design. Pile design based on p-y curves or the Terzaghi's subgrade modulus
approach have been widely adopted by the industry for practical design for over 20 years. Numerous
studies have been conducted and many major studies (sponsored byjoint-industry research programs
funded by oil companies or sponsored by state departments of transportation) have concluded that
the Matlock and Reese p-y criteria (recommended for design in the API design code) give reasonable
pile design solutions. These p-y criteria were originally conceived for design against storm wave
loading conditions based on observation of monotonic static and cyclic pile load test data. The
monotonic static loading data formed the static p-y criteria and are still applicable for developing
the backbone p-y curves for seismic design applications. However, Matlock and Reese's cyclic p-y
criteria were originally conceived for storm wave loading. The cyclic clay criteria have some
implicit assumptions based on certain aspects ofthe storm wave loading characteristics which would
not be appropriate for earthquake design applications. Therefore, Matlock and Reese's static p-y
curves can serve as the benchmark for design to represent the initial monotonic loading path for
typical smaller-diameter driven isolated single piles. There have been some recent advances in
further development ofp-y curves in the following aspects:

(6) Pile load tests from fast-rate vibratory loading conditions have been presented by Crouse et
al. (1993) and Lam and Cheang (1995) and have been compared to parallel slow cyclic pile
load tests.

(7) Full-scale pile group tests have become available to provide some guidance on the issue of
pile group effects.

(8) Some attention has been given to pile design in liquefied soil deposits.

Some comments are provided to summarize lessons learnt on the above subjects in the latter part of
this section. In order to clarify the relationship between the p-y curves and the traditional Terzaghi's
subgrade modulus approach is first discussed below.

2.6.2 p-y Curves versus Terzaghi's Subgrade Modulus

Figure 2-20 presents a series of pile load-deflection solutions for a 16-inch cast-in-drilled-hole
(CIDH) concrete pile using both the standard Reese's static loading p-y curve criteria, compared to
those based on Terzaghi's recommended subgrade modulus values. The comparison shows very
reasonable agreement between the Terzaghi's linear subgrade modulus solution and the Reese's p-y
criteria. Figure 2-21 presents a similar comparison for the same 16-inch CIDH pile for clay soils.
Terzaghi recommended a subgrade modulus Es constant with depth for clay. Matlock's soft clay p-y
criteria for a clay with uniform undrained shear strength would result in an ultimate soil pressure
capacity (i.e. Pu/t) which varies with depth, increasing from 3c at mudline to 9c at a sufficiently large
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depth because of the difference in kinematic constraints between the shallow soil wedge heaving
mechanism versus the mechanism ofsoil flow around the pile at deep depth. The subgrade stiffness
model for clay shown in figure 2-11 deviates from Terzaghi's constant subgrade stiffness approach.
In this report, the authors adopted the same subgrade model used for sand in which the stiffness
increases linearly with depth for the following reasons:

(1) Based on correlation to full-scale pile load test data, Matlock found that the linearly
increasing subgrade stiffness approach led to better fit of the observed pile load test data
compared to constant stiffness approach, especially for soft to medium stiff clay sites. This
is because in most cases, one would expect a higher level ofpile deflection at shallow depths,
but the deflection decreases rapidly within the upper five pile diameters. Therefore, there
is a higher degree ofsoil nonlinearity at the mudline which would lead to a softer equivalent
secant modulus as compared to that at depth, even ifthe p-y characteristics might be identical
within the soil-pile interaction zone.

(2) The authors adopted a similar subgrade stiffness model for both sands and clays such that
the same design charts can be used for both soil types to reduce unnecessary complexity and
the need for numerous pile stiffness charts. It should be recognized that the Winkler spring
stiffness is not an intrinsic soil property, but merely a tool to facilitate soil-pile interaction
analyses. Therefore, it should be viewed as merely a computational tool that has proven to
work well from ample design experience.

In figure 2-11, a correlation had been presented to aid in the selection ofthe coefficientj ofvariation
in subgrade modulus with depth (see Section 2.3.4) for clays of different consistencies. This
correlation proposed by Lam et al. (1991) was obtained for a specific pile type (12-inch diameter
concrete pile with a fixed-head condition, calibrated to I-inch pile-head deflection). The actual
solutions from the correlation shows a nonlinear cohesion versus coefficient ofvariation ofsubgrade
stiffness with depth, but Lam adopted a linear relationship (calibrated at an undrained shear strength
of 1 ksf) for simplicity.

Figure 2-11 also presents some recommendations from the widely used Navy Design Manual (DM
7.02, 1986). The comparison shows that Lam's correlation gives a somewhat higher subgrade
coefficient, but can be regarded to be in reasonable agreement with DM7 recommendations. While
the correlations shown in figure 2-11 provides data for very stiff to hard clays (undrained shear
strength up to 5 ksf), it should be cautioned that very stiff to hard clays often exhibit secondary
structural characteristics in the soil matrix (i.e., cracks and fissures), and the intact strength of the
clay can rarely be fully mobilized in these soils. As a result, p-y curves for very stiff to hard clays
often exhibit rather drastic strength softening behavior. The authors feel that such secondary
structural characteristics cannot be taken into account except on a case-by-case basis, and therefore
the authors prefer the Matlock's soft clay p-y criteria (which is based more directly on mechanistic
geomechanics theories) even for stiffto hard clays. However, users are cautioned on this issue, and
it is suggested to adopt a conservative approach in the selection of the coefficientjfor very stiff to
hard clays, but setting a limiting value on the clay shear strength value to no higher than 5 ksf.
Figure 2-21 presents comparison ofthe resultant pile-head stiffness between the Lam's recommended
jvalue with the Matlock's p-y curves. Whereas, there is some discrepancies in the comparison,
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it can be seen that the correlation is reasonable for a I-inch deflection and an undrained shear
strength of 1 ksf, which was the basis of the original Lam et al. (1991) correlations.

The nonlinear p-y curve is a form of discrete spring model to account for the stiffness of the soil
mass. Matlock's and Reese's nonlinear p-y approach can be regarded as an extension ofthe widely
used Terzaghi's linear subgrade modulus approach (1955). Terzaghi's linear subgrade modulus can
be regarded as the soil stiffness corresponding to the secant stiffness at normal working load range.
If the Matlock soft clay and Reese sand p-y criteria are used in load-deflection analysis for typical
smaller-diameter piles to develop a nonlinear load-deflection curve, they typically give solutions
comparable to results from Terzaghi's linear subgrade modulus at a 0.5 to 2-inch pile-head
deflection. As a matter of fact, Reese's sand p-y criteria utilize Terzaghi's working load modulus
scaled by a factor of 3 to form the initial tangent stiffness in the p-y curves. As a result, solutions
from p-y curves and the more simple Terzaghi's linear modulus approach usually can be cross
correlated to a reasonable degree. Terzaghi' s linear approach can often form the basis in the Step-l
dynamic response analysis, and then the nonlinear p-y approach can be used for the Step-2 pushover
analysis (see Section 2.2) where results from the apparently different approaches generally give
reasonably compatible solutions in the design process.

2.6.3 Sensitivity to Various Aspects of Soil-Pile Modeling Assumptions

The case ofthe 16-inch CIDH pile embedded in medium dense sand (internal friction angle of 35°)
in the previously discussed example problem will be used for a series of sensitivity studies in this
section to investigate the significance of a number of design issues, including:

(1) Uncertainties in p-y curve stiffnesses,
(2) Gapping effects,
(3) Fixity of the pile-head,
(4) Choice of bending stiffness parameter for the piles, and
(5) Embedment effects.

In the foregoing example problems, a benchmark case is established so that subsequent sensitivity
cases can be compared against it for cross-references. The following input parameters are established
for the benchmark case:

(1) Reese's static p-y curves for a submerged sand condition with an effective (buoyant) unit
weight of 50 pcf, 35° frictional angle with the initial tangent p-y stiffness based on fo of
80 pci.

(2) 16-inch CrDH pile with an effective (cracked) bending stiffness (EI) taken as half of the
gross bending stiffness.

(3) Fixed pile-head condition.

Solutions for the conducted sensitivity studies have been compiled in figure 2-22 for both the pile
head load-deflection and the pile moment-pile load relationships. The following can be observed
in figure 2-22:
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(1) There is a wide range in the load-deflection pile stiffness characteristics and load-moment
relationships. For example, the pile-head load ofthe stiffest and softest pile differ by a factor
up to over 5 times at a given displacement. The loads for the stiffest and softest piles differ
by a factor ofabout 2 times at a given moment. The fact that the range ofvariation in load
moment characteristics is more narrow would be more evident if the 5-ft embedment case
is excluded from the comparison, leading to a rather unique moment versus shear load
relationship for a given pile group configuration.

From this observation, it can be concluded that uncertainties in foundation design largely
relates to the foundation stiffness issue and their implication on the dynamic response
characteristics of the overall bridge. Uncertainties in structural integrity issues (i.e., the
maximum pile moment versus pile load) are relatively minor and are relatively insensitive
to many sources ofuncertainty. It should also be recognized that in many cases, the dynamic
response characteristics of the overall bridge are relatively insensitive to the foundation
stiffness (particularly the lateral stiffness in comparison to the rotational stiffness of the
foundation) because a significant degree ofthe overall compliance will be from deformation
ofthe bridge structure (e.g., the bridge column) itself. From our experience, the foundation
stiffness issue would be more important for stiffer structures (e.g., the transverse response
ofpier walls) where the foundation compliance would constitute a significant proportion of
the overall compliance. While there is tremendous attention (especially in the academic
community) devoted to the pile response issue for lateral loading, the importance and the
significance of these issues in the actual design problem might not be as great as it seems.

(2) In terms of foundation stiffness, it can be observed that uncertainties in p-y curves are
actually a rather insignificant problem compared to other sources of uncertainty, including
the pile-head fixity, the choice of bending stiffness of the pile and particularly the
embedment issue. All of the discussed issues appeared to be more or of equal importance
as a two-fold variation in the overall pile-soil stiffness. In the example presented, the gapping
effect appeared to be a relatively insignificant issue. However, this is largely because ofthe
choice ofa sand site and a relatively insignificant 2-ft gap in the sensitivity study. Gapping
effects can be of major significance for clay soil conditions where more substantial gaps
(such as over 20 ft) have been observed from past earthquakes.

(3) Among the presented sensitivity studies, it appears that the effects of embedment could be
significant and designers and researchers probably should put more emphasis on this topic.

2.6.4 Pile Group Effects for Typical Pile Footings

The pile group effect has been a popular research topic within the geotechnical community for
almost 50 years. At present, there is no common consensus on the approach for group effects. Full
size and model tests by a number of authors show that in general, the lateral capacity of a pile in a
pile group versus that ofa single pile (termed "efficiency") is reduced as the pile spacing is reduced.
Other important factors that affect the efficiency and lateral stiffness of the piles are the type and
strength of soil, number of piles, and type and level of loading.
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Table 2-1 p-Multipliers (Cycle-l Loading) from Various Experiments
at 3D Center-to-Center Spacing for 3x3 Pile Groups

Pile Test, Soil Description, p-multiplier on single-pile p-y curves

Reference Front Row Middle Row Back Row

Free-Head, Medium Dense Sand, Dr=50%
0.8 0.4 0.3

Brown et aI. (1988)

Fixed-Head, Medium Dense Sand, Dr = 55%
0.8 0.45 0.3

McVay Centrifuge (1995)

Fixed-Head, Medium Dense Sand, Dr = 33%
0.65 0.45 0.35

McVay Centrifuge (1995)

Free-Head, Soft to Medium Clays and Silts
0.6 0.38 0.43

Rollins et aI. (1997)

2.6.4.1 Group Effects from Elastic Halfspace Theory

In earlier years, the analysis of group effects were based mostly on elastic halfspace theory due to
the absence of costly full-scale pile experiments. These solutions have many shortcomings,
including (1) they do not account for changes in the soils from pile installation, (2) they do not
account for many aspects of soil-pile interaction phenomena (e.g., gapping effects) and (3) they are
based on an elastic halfspace model which does not account for reinforcing effects ofthe piles within
the soil mass, or soil compaction from pile driving. In earlier days (the 1970's), elastic halfspace
theory has been used for group effects to soften the elastic stiffness (by introducing y-multipliers on
p-y curves). However, as more full-scale pile load test data have become available, it was found that
group effects have to be accounted for by introducing p-multipliers on the p-y curves (Brown et aI.,
1987, 1988, McVay et aI., 1995, Rollins et aI., 1997, Ruesta and Townsend, 1997).

2.6.4.2 Group Effects from Experimental Studies

In recent years, a number of major studies yielded some high-quality experimental data from either
full-scale or centrifuge model pile-load tests (Brown et aI., 1987; Brown et aI., 1988; McVay et aI.,
1995; Rollins et aI., 1997). These experiments yielded information that largely corroborated each
other on the following aspects:

(1) Most of these experiments first used the single pile data to verify the validity of the widely
used Reese's and Matlock's benchmark p-y criteria and all concluded that the Reese and
Matlock p-y criteria provide reasonable solutions.

(2) The observed group effects appeared to be associated with shadowing effects and the various
researchers found relatively consistent pile group behavior in that the leading piles would be
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loaded more heavily than the trailing piles when all piles are loaded to the same deflection.
It was concluded from all reported full-scale or centrifuge model test experiments that the
observed group effects cannot be accounted for by merely softening the elastic stiffness of
the p-y curves (i.e., using only y-multipliers on p-y curves as those developed from elastic
halfspace theory). All referenced researchers recommended to modify the single pile p-y
curves by adjusting the resistance value on the single pile p-y curves (i.e. p-multiplier). The
p-multipliers were found to be dependent largely on the position ofthe pile in relation to the
pile loading direction. Most ofthe experiments were conducted on 3x3 pile groups with the
center-to-center pile spacing equal to about 3 pile diameters. Table 2-1 summarizes some of
the back-calculated p-multiplier values from the individual researchers.

The experiments reported by McVay also included data for pile center-to-center spacing of5D which
showed p-multipliers of 1.0,0.85 and 0.7 for the front, middle and back row piles, respectively. For
such multipliers, the group stiffness efficiency would be about 95% and group effects would be
practically negligible.

Rollins et al. (1997) studied group effects for fast rate dynamic loading using the Statnamic loading
device, and also studied pile cap-pile interaction behavior. Rollins concluded from the fast rate
loading Statnamic test data that "the effects of stress wave phenomena on the pile group are
negligible with a large concentrated mass affixed to the top ofthe pile group." The authors interpret
this statement to imply that at the relatively long periods (or wave lengths) which is important for
the response of the overall structure, dynamic effects related to scattering ofstress waves would be
negligible because ofthe relatively small foundation dimensions. Rollins' pile cap experiment also
collaborated nicely with the findings by Gadre and Dobry (Gadre, 1997). The ultimate passive
pressure capacity ofthe pile cap corresponds to a passive earth pressure coefficient Kp ofabout 18.4,
which compared favorably with passive pressure based on the log-spiral method. Again, the base
friction from the pile group-pile cap system was found to be small compared to the passive pressure
capacity acting on the pile cap (base friction was only about 25% ofthe passive pressure component
of resistance).

To date, Rollins' pile group experiment probably represents the most comprehensive experimental
study for clay soils for the rectangular pile group arrangement typical of highway bridges. For pile
group effects in sands, the research team at University of Florida probably produced the most
updated comprehensive pile group experiments. In addition to the comprehensive suite ofcentrifuge
experiments reported by McVay et al. (1995), which included proper account for pile driving effects
as it simulated pile driving in the centrifuge in flight, Ruesta and Townsend (1997) recently
presented a full-scale pile group test for a loose sand condition for a 4x4 pile group using 30-inch
square concrete piles with a fixed-head condition. This test set up probably represents the biggest
size pile group tested to-date.

Figure 2-23 has been extracted from the Ruesta and Townsend's paper to illustrate the group effects
in some detail. The figure shows that in addition to geometric effects, pile installation (as reflected
by the pile installation sequence) also plays a significant role in affecting the resultant soil resistance.
The piles for this experiment were jetted to 7.6 m (25 ft) penetration prior to impact driving, which
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probably had a significant effect on the resulting measured pile resistance. From backfitting
analyses, Ruesta and Townsend recommended p-multipliers of 0.8, 0.7, 0.3 and 0.3 for the row 1
(front) to the row 4 (trailing row) piles, respectively. They further recommended an overall p
multiplier of0.55 for fitting the overall behavior ofthe pile group, which corresponds to a mere 20%
reduction in pile-head stiffness efficiency.

Figure 2-24 presents some load-deflection analyses using a range ofp-multipliers from the above
discussed pile group effect experiments. Solutions are presented using the previous sensitivity
analyses for the 16-inch CIDH fixed-head pile embedded in medium sand of35° friction angle. The
figure presents results for five load-deflection analyses:

(l) A case for the standard static loading p-y curve to illustrate the behavior if one ignores pile
group effects.

(2) Cases for p-multipliers of 0.8, 0.4 and 0.3 to represent analyses including group effects for
the front row, the center row and the back row piles, respectively, for the range of p
multipliers from the discussed group effect experiments.

(3) In the load-deflection plot, a load-deflection curve from averaging the stiffnesses of three
piles (the 0.8 p-multiplier case, representing the front row pile, plus two of the 0.3 p
multiplier solutions, representing the middle-row and trailing pile) to develop the resultant
average pile stiffness in a 3x3 pile group stiffness.

(4) An additional case for a p-multiplier of 0.5 which might represent the average adjustment
factor to develop an average condition to fit the overall group effect. Such simplification
would be needed in practical design for earthquake loading considering the cyclic earthquake
loading conditions. The front row pile would become the rear row pile when loading is
reversed. Therefore, for cyclic loading conditions, there is relatively little justification to
maintain a different p-multiplier specific to the position of the pile. A uniform average
multiplier would be adequate to incorporate pile group effects in design practice for typical
pile group configurations. This case of0.5 p-multiplier would have a resultant pile stiffness
quite similar to the average pile stiffness discussed in item (3) above.

The solutions show that group effects (as depicted in the average load-deflection curve) represent
a maximum of50% reduction in the resultant pile-head stiffness (depending on the deflection or the
load values of interest) when the static single-pile stiffness is used as the reference point. The
significance of the portrayed group effect is further diminished in terms of the assessed pile stress
as evident by the moment versus shear load characteristics. As shown in figure 2-24, for a specific
pile load (say 40 kip per pile), there would only be about a 20 to 30% difference in maximum pile
moment between the solution for p-multiplier of 1 (no group effect) and 0.5 (with group effect).
This difference would even be further diminished in actual design because the kinematic constraint
of the pile cap would enforce all the piles in the group to deflect to the same deflection amplitude.
Hence, the stiffer front row pile would carry a higher proportion of pile load as compared to the
trailing piles. However, the stiffer front row pile also mobilizes more soil resistance which would
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lower the pile moment. In effect, this kinematic constraint will lead to stiffer piles to compensate
for the weaker piles and will result in a more uniform pile moment distribution among each of the
piles. Most ofthe pile group tests also show that upon cyclic loading, the resultant load and moment
distribution among individual piles tends to become more uniform as compared to the initial loading
condition. In fact, many researchers have speculated or reported that the cyclic loading condition
tends to result in a reduction in the so-called group effects.

While the available data suggests that the group effect would result in a systematic softer pile
stiffness, it is the authors' experience that other effects (e.g., soil resistance ofthe pile cap, gapping
effects and consideration ofcyclic loading effects) also need to be properly accounted for. Some of
these effects are as significant as the pile group effects. This suggestion should not be mistaken to
infer that the authors advocate to use static loading p-y curves for design because the pile group
effect is not deemed to be ofoverwhelming importance. The authors merely attempt to point out that
the observed 50% softening of the pile-head stiffness is relatively small in relation to the overall
uncertainties in the design problem. As shown in figure 2-22, other aspects in soil-pile interaction
behavior can easily result in as much as a five-fold change in pile stiffness, which render the
observed 50% effect relatively mild.

Other factors (including gapping and potential cyclic degradation) should also be considered in pile
design for earthquake loading. Recently, some full-scale vibratory pile load tests have been reported
by Lam and Cheang (1995) for submerged sands and by Crouse et al. (1993) for peat. These fast
rate vibratory cyclic loading data also suggest a softer pile stiffness. Along with the issue ofgroup
effect, there is some justification to implement a p-multiplier less than unity for pile design to
account for a variety of considerations, among which the group effect is merely one of the many
factors. For this reason, Lam and Cheang (1995) recommended a p-multiplier of 0.5 to be applied
on the standard static loading p-y curves involving typical pile groups. For liquefied sites, even
lower p-multipliers have been used to allow for a more drastic cyclic degradation effects (Lam and
Law, 1994).

2.6.5 Group Effects for Extremely Large Pile Groups

The above discussed pile group effects are empirically determined from pile load tests for relatively
small pile groups involving only 9 or 16 piles in the pile groups. Foundations for major water
crossings often involves extremely large piers supported by several hundred piles, where the
horizontal dimension of the footing can easily be the major dimension in contrast to most cases
where the pile length is usually several times the size of the pile cap. The pile-soil system in these
configuration resembles a reinforced soil mass. A full-scale experiment for such a huge pile group
would be impossible and there is no recourse but to rely on numerical predictions for these problems.
Lam and Law (1994) recently utilized the periodic boundary condition to solve for the pile response
for an infinite repeating pile pattern. Figure 2-25 describes the periodic boundary condition
methodology. Some ofthe results from such group effect solutions are shown in figure 2-26.

From such three-dimensional nonlinear finite element solutions (which also account for gapping
effects), group effects in terms of resultant p-y curves for such huge size pile groups have been
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studied. From the limited number of solutions, the authors found that for a pile center-to-center
spacing of3 diameters, it is necessary to soften the elastic branch of the p-y curves (by using a y
multiplier larger than unity) in conjunction with the 0.5 p-multiplier. For the 3-diameter center-to
center spacing, y-multiplier values up to 4 have been used in past projects.

2.6.6 Pile Design in Liquefiable Soils

Another major area of advances in the pile design problem from research programs funded by
FHWA/NCEER is in the pile design for liquefiable soils. As discussed earlier, pile design in
liquefiable soils involves consideration for two load cases: (1) the load case associated with
structural loading (e.g., from inertial load induced by the earthquake), and (2) an additional load case
arising from earth pressure loading on the embedded piles associated with the lateral ground spread
problem. Figure 2-27 schematically illustrates the two loading mechanisms. These two load cases
could occur simultaneously during the earthquake, and a rather complicated time-history analysis
would be required to account for this problem involving modeling the overall bridge structure and
foundation in a total solution analysis approach, coupled with solutions ofthe ground displacement
(including permanent displacement) problem. However, such an analysis approach would be highly
complex at the present time and would require teaming experts in the fields ofstructural engineering
and soil-structure interaction. To avoid such complexity, it might be appropriate to uncouple the two
load cases into separate analyses. Some comments are provided in the foregoing sections to address
design issues for the two load cases.

2.6.6.1 Design for Structural Loading

The overall analytical procedure to support design for structural loading would essentially be the
same as the previously discussed procedures. However, the choice ofp-y characteristics or the linear
subgrade modulus must properly consider liquefaction effects of the soil mass in the vicinity ofthe
pile, with more emphasis given to the significant soil-pile interaction zone at shallow depths adjacent
to the structure.

A number of studies have recently been conducted to study the p-y curve characteristics of
liquefying soils. The liquefaction phenomena is related to the pore pressure build-up process and
its effects on the fundamental stress-strain characteristics of the soil mass. There are two pore
pressure generation mechanisms that need to be considered as discussed below.

Pore-Pressure From Local Soil-Pile Interaction

The piles would be loaded by the structure which would induce a stress field in the soil mass locally
around the pile at the soil-pile interaction zone adjacent to the structure. Some full-scale vibratory
pile load test data has been presented by Lam and Cheang (1995); they found that p-y response under
fast-rate vibratory loading could result in a softer overall pile-soil stiffness as compared to the slow
static monotonic loading (the basis ofthe static p-y curve). Hence, Lam and Cheang recommended
that a p-multiplier less than unity should be applied to the static loading p-y curves ofthese soils to
allow for the cyclic loading condition in earthquake design.
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A similar observation has been made by Crouse et al. (1993) who presented similar vibratory pile
load test data for a peat site. Various mechanisms, including a dynamic gapping phenomenon have
been postulated by Crouse et al. to explain the softening ofthe pile stiffness under fast rate vibratory
loading, as compared to the parallel slow cyclic loading tests. This softening effect, related to such
a gapping phenomenon sustained by the faster vibratory rate, was rather drastic at the small
deflection range (a p-multiplier as low as 0.2 was observed at less than 0.3 inch deflection).
However, it is speculated that such a dynamic gap might not be sustained at the larger deflection
level ofdesign interest. Nevertheless, there is ample evidence from such vibratory loading test data
to recommend a softer (as compared to the monotonic static pile load tests) pile stiffness for
earthquake design. In conjunction with the pile group effect issue, a p-multiplier of 0.5 applied to
the static p-y curve has been adopted for typical design applications.

Pore Pressure/rom Global Free-Field Site Response

The component of pore pressure response related to cyclic loading on the soil from free-field site
response has been investigated by centrifuge model tests first conducted Dobry and others at the
Renselaer Polytechnic Institute. A similar major centrifuge model test program is also currently
under way at the University of California at Davis. These experiments were conducted (l) to
evaluate the p-y characteristics of soil liquefied because ofa global pore-pressure mechanism, and
(2) to understand the loading mechanism on the pile from lateral spread ofliquefied soils (see figure
6-27b).

Figure 2-28 presents a plot obtained from centrifuge experiments to measure p-y curve
characteristics ofliquefied soils (Liu and Dobry, 1995). A varying degree of pore pressure is first
induced in the saturated sand by subjecting the soil to a free-field shaking loading condition, and
then a cyclic pile load test is immediately conducted prior to dissipation ofpore pressure to measure
the p-y curves for the liquefied sand. These curves are then compared to the nonliquefied p-y curves
to develop the scaling factor (degradation coefficient in figure 2-28) for static p-y curves for sands
at different pore pressure conditions. In a design problem, upon determination ofthe pore pressure
associated with free-field site response analysis, the figure can be used to estimate the scaling factor
to be applied to the initial undegraded p-y curves to develop the p-y curves for the liquefied soils.

It can be seen from figure 2-28 that for a complete liquefied soil condition, the residual p-y curve
would be about 0.1 of the initial static p-y curves. This figure illustrates the state of the soil
condition after free-field liquefaction at the first cycle of pile loading, and hence degradation from
local soil-pile cyclic loading has not been accounted for. As discussed earlier, in addition to the
global free-field degradation effect, cyclic loading on the pile from the structure would induce
another component of degradation to the soil mass locally around the pile. As discussed earlier, a
p-multiplier of0.5 is recommended to account for such local soil-pile interaction effects. As can be
seen in figure 2-28, a degradation coefficient of 0.5 corresponds to about 70% free-field pore
pressure. It can be concluded that for denser soils which would have a free-field pore pressure
below 70% of the effective overburden, degradation on the p-y curve would be controlled by the
local soil-pile interaction mechanism, and the default 0.5 p-multiplier on the p-y curve would apply.
At higher pore pressure ratios (above 70% of initial effective overburden) corresponding to almost
initial liquefaction, degradation effects will be controlled by free-field pore pressure phenomena and
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the degradation coefficient versus pore pressure ratio shown in figure 2-28 can be used to develop
the p-multiplier for pile design.

The centrifuge experiment discussed above was conducted on loose, cleanNevada sand with relative
density Dr of40%. A residual p-y strength of0.1 can be deemed appropriate for a loose, clean sand
soil condition. For other denser sand, or sand with cohesive fines and silts, the residual p-y strength
could be higher than 0.1. Some evidence of a higher residual strength of liquefied soil has been
observed in parallel centrifuge experiments from the University ofCalifomia at Davis. P-multipliers
for liquefied soil as high as 0.25 have been reported.

Deep Liquefiedp-y Curves

So far, Reese p-y curve criteria for sand have been the basis for the benchmark p-y curves. However,
Reese p-y curve criteria arose from empirical pile load tests which only yield soil-pile interaction
data at very shallow depths (the upper five pile diameters), and the formulation of p-y curves at
deeper depths are largely founded on theoretical grounds. P-y stiffness and strength for sands are
assumed to be directly proportional to the effective overburden pressure, and hence increase linearly
with depth in saturated soil. Lam and Cheang's (1995) observation ofdeeper p-y curves suggested
that such theory might overpredict the p-y curve stiffness at depth.

A similar observation has been made by Chaudhuri (1998) who suggested that soil-pile interaction
is a largely undrained loading process and one needs to appreciate the stress-strain characteristics
in the undrained loading condition. He utilized a critical-state soil mechanics constitutive model to
investigate undrained behavior of sands and concluded that the Reese sand p-y criteria might lead
to very stiffp-y curves at depth. This aspect led to some problem on the criteria ofresidual degraded
strength at 0.1 of the static p-y curve at large depths, which would influence the results of soil-pile
interaction analysis associated with lateral ground spread problems, where the soil-pile interaction
zone could become much more deep-seated than the structural loading problem. To circumvent this
problem, following adjustments on liquefied p-y curves are suggested.

In addition to the 0.1 initial p-y criteria, Dobry and his colleagues (Abdoun, 1997) have attempted
to backfit typical undrained shear strength values of liquefied soils from the measured drag applied
on piles by lateral spreading centrifuge tests. They found that a liquefied loose sand typically has
an undrained shear strength of 21 psf. The ultimate passive pressure on the pile (i.e. Pu/t) has been
found to increase from 3cD at mudline to 9cD at depth (Matlock, 1970). Therefore, Pull value
corresponding to an undrained shear strength of 21 psf could vary from 63 psf to 189 psf.

A brief summary ofthe discussion on treatment ofp-y curves for liquefied sands is provided herein:

(1) A p-multiplier of 0.5 can be set for unliquefied p-y curves to reflect degradation from local
soil-pile interaction or softening due to pile group effects.

(2) Free-field site response analyses should then be conducted to evaluate the free-field pore
pressure amplitude and possibly to conclude whether the site has lateral spread or slope
instability potential and to solve for the mode and the magnitude of ground deformation.
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(3) For a free-field pore pressure higher than 70%, the degradation coefficient shown in figure
2-28 can be used to establish the p-y curve characteristics of the liquefied (or virtually
liquefied) soils.

(4) The resultant Pull can be checked against the value of9cD, where c is the undrained shear
strength postulated for liquefied soils equal to 21 psf and D is the pile diameter. If the Pull

from Step (3) is higher than this limiting value, the limiting value should be used to develop
the p-y curves for the liquefied soil instead.

The above described p-y curve procedures can be used to conduct soil-pile interaction analyses for
design against the structural loading conditions in a conventional load-deformation analysis
framework. However, it is stressed that the above given residual shear strength was measured from
only one experiment, and caution should be exercised in using this value. Residual shear strengths
of liquefied sand depend on factors such as void ratio and grain size characteristics. A wide range
of values has been backcalculated from case studies (e.g., Seed and Harder, 1991).

The use of the discussed p-y curves in pile integrity analysis associated with the lateral ground
spread problem requires some additional considerations as discussed below.

2.6.6.2 Design Issues Related to Lateral Ground Spread

As discussed above, a major liquefaction design issue is related to design for the lateral ground
spread problem. When this load case is uncoupled with the dynamic response ofthe superstructure,
the design for this load case involves the following elements for consideration:

(1) Analysis to predict the mode and amplitude of potential ground spread displacement. A
number of research studies is actively underway on this subject. Dobry's centrifuge
experiment shows two typical generic modes of ground displacement profiles as shown in
figure 2-29. Figure 2-29a represents a two-layer soil profile of liquefied soil above the
underlying unliquefied soil. Figure 2-29b presents a three-layer profile of a liquefied soil
layer in between unliquefied soils. The upper unliquefied layer might represent a stiffer
upper layer or very often represents a soil layer above the ground water table, which
therefore is not liquefiable. Recent studies conducted at RPI and Cornell University arrived
at the following conclusion; the maximum pile moment is usually at the bottom of the
liquefied soil layer, where an abrupt change in the slope of relative ground displacement
would occur.

Most current lateral ground spread procedures concentrate on predicting the basic case of
free-field ground displacement without considering of the reinforcing effects of the
constructed structure. It is found that in some cases, such as the configuration in figure
2-29b, the reinforcing effect of the piles would lead to a significant reduction in the
amplitude ofpermanent ground displacement. Figure 2-29b shows that ifthe liquefied layer
is relatively thin, the pile would act as a fixed-fixed beam and additional stiffness from the
pinning effect ofthe pile would add on the residual shear strength ofthe liquefied soil layer.
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This additional shear strength from pile pinning effect can often be as much or more than the
in-situ shear strength ofthe weak soil layer, and hence its effect must be accounted for in the
assessment of the amplitude of ground displacements.

(2) Soil-pile load-deformation analysis. This analysis can be conducted by establishing the
proper pile soil model (i.e., choice ofproper pile E1 and p-y springs including simulating the
proper p-y effect for liquefied soils) and the ground displacement pattern from the analysis
in item (1) can be used to prescribe offsets on the p-y curves, and the pile can be allowed to
deform to conform with the kinematic effect of the prescribed ground displacement. The
resultant solution would yield a deformation pattern and shear and bending moments on the
pile which can be used to evaluate the survivability of the pile for the postulated ground
movement. Some comments on some aspects of p-y curve in the context of the described
analyses are discussed below.

Pile Survivability for the Two-Layer Soil Configuration

For the configuration shown in figure 2-29a, the ultimate pressure capacity of liquefied soils
discussed above can be used as input to the kinematic pseudostatic soil-pile interaction in lateral
spreading analyses. However, it is cautioned that the resultant pile moment should only be regarded
as the lower-bound pile moment because in the case of kinematic soil-pile-interaction analysis, a
softer p-y curve actually can lead to unconservative assessment of pile moment for a specified
ground displacement. The above discussed p-y curves for liquefied soils (i.e., 0.1 static p-y curves
and residual undrained shear strength of21 pst) represents the minimum residual strength only. As
the soil transforms from the stronger unliquefied state to the ultimately liquefied state, there is a
transition of stiffer soil to softer soil and at some intermediate stage, the pile can experience
moments higher than the ultimate steady state condition. Figure 2-30 was extracted from Dobry's
work to illustrate this aspect using fully degraded p-y curves. As shown in the figure, the pile
moment is higher at a smaller amplitude of permanent ground displacement (at a time of about 17
sec) than in the ultimate condition (at time of about 32 sec).

Chaudhuri (1998) utilized critical state soil mechanics theory to predict the transition ofthe state of
p-y curves and simulated the described behavior. However, the procedure utilized in the study
involved rather sophisticated constitutive modeling and corresponding soil sampling and testing
programs to develop the required soil parameters and would be too complex for practical design.
Itmay be possible, at the current state-of-understanding to conduct the kinematic soil-pile interaction
analyses to determine the pile moment at the steady state residual soil strength condition. An
additional kinematic soil-pile interaction analysis can be conducted using initial static p-y curves
(i.e., the stiffest p-y curve scenario). The two bounding solutions can be used to set the upper and
lower-bound pile moment to facilitate the application of engineering judgement in design decision
process.
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Pile Survivability for the Three-Layer Soil Configuration

For the configuration shown in figure 2-29b, the kinematic soil-pile interaction analysis involves
formulating the appropriate p-y curves for the upper crust of unliquefied soil layer. In most cases,
the large cross-sectional area of the pile cap would account for most of the dragged forces
constituting the loading mechanism on the underlying piles. The procedure to develop the passive
pressure capacity acting on the pile cap discussed in Section 2.5 can provide the upper-bound drag
force on the underlying foundation system. This is an upper bound loading scenario because the soil
capacity of the upper crust could be eroded as it sits on liquefied soils.

Berrill et al. (1997) reported an actual case history of physically observed lateral ground spread
against a pier footing and concluded from backfitting that the passive earth pressure in the upper
crust would be approximately equal to that predicted by the Rankine earth pressure theory (a passive
pressure coefficient (Kp) of about 1 for the reported soil friction angle of 44° and cohesion of
200 pst). This back-calculated passive pressure capacity is very low compared to the log-spiral
passive pressure theory discussed in Section 2.5 (the ratio of Rankine's earth pressure capacity to
the log-spiral capacity would be less than 0.1). This case history may suggest an adjustment factor
of as small as 0.1 which can be applied to the log-spiral earth pressure capacity (i.e., the original
static passive pressure capacity of the pile cap prior to liquefaction). For the kinematic soil-pile
interaction shown in figure 2-29b, Berrill also reported that the buttressing effect ofthe bridge deck
which opposes the drag force acting on the pile cap also provided some measure of resistance to
oppose the lateral spread loading condition imposed on the pile cap.

Among the two lateral spread configurations shown in figure 2-29a and 2-29b, it appears that the
condition shown in figure 2-29a actually might be rather benign because the liquefied soils tends to
merely flow around the foundation system, and the dragged force on the foundation system could
be rather small. The configuration shown in figure 2-29b could be more hazardous and has been the
cause of pile damage or even collapse of bridge structures since this configuration has resulted in
very high curvature in the pile. However, the high pile stresses also often lead to significant
reinforcing effects of the pile which could significantly reduce the amplitude of ground
displacement. It is felt that this latter configuration involves more complex soil-pile interaction
issues that are more germane for design consideration and more effort is needed to fine-tune the
design problem related to this three-layer lateral spread and soil-pile interaction problem.
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SECTION 3
MODELING OF DRILLED SHAFTS

3.1 Introduction

Drilled shafts are large diameter piles that are used to support high axial loads and overturning
moments. They are constructed by drilling/auguring a hole in the ground which may be lined to
support the sides ofthe excavation. Upon completion ofdrilling, a reinforcement cage is placed and
the cavity is filled with concrete. Because oftheir relatively disturbance-free installation procedure
and high load carrying capacity, drilled shafts are often advantageous over conventional small
diameter piles. Increased use of this type offoundation can be found for supporting different types
ofstructures such as bridges, transmission towers, and telephone poles. In this section ofthe report,
discussion is focused mainly on seismic design aspects of drilled shaft foundations for bridge
structures subjected to lateral loading.

The analysis and design ofdrilled shafts for the most part are similar to those ofconventional-driven
piles. Important differences, however, exist due to installation procedure, larger diameter, and small
length to diameter ratio compared to typical smaller driven piles. One major difference is that
because of these factors, drilled shaft analysis requires some additional considerations, which are
later discussed in this section. Also, for bridge structures, the structural arrangement ofdrilled shaft
foundations can be different from conventional structural arrangement. As mentioned before, most
bridges on drilled shafts are pile extension type structures (Figure 1-1b). The lateral loads that act
on the bridge deck are reacted by the induced shear and bending moment on the drilled shafts. The
overall bridge response is relatively insensitive to axial pile response in contrast to pile footings
discussed in Section 2.

In developing seismic design guidelines for drilled shaft foundations as well as other types of
foundations, various issues related to modeling ofactual foundation behavior should be investigated.
The effect ofmodeling assumptions on the design displacement and force demand on the foundation
should be evaluated and the limitations should be identified. As mentioned earlier, the most widely
used method to analyze pile response under lateral load is by using a p-y model in which soil is
replaced by a series of nonlinear springs. A p-y model simply describes the force-displacement
relationship of a soil spring, in which p is the soil reaction force per unit length, and y is the
corresponding pile displacement. A number of p-y models have been proposed for different soil
conditions. The two most commonly used p-y models are those proposed by Matlock (1970) for soft
clay and by Reese et al. (1974) for sand. P-y curves for other soil conditions, e.g., stiff clay, rock,
can also be found in the literature (e.g., Reese, 1986). The p-y models are essentially semi-empirical
and have been developed on the basis ofa limited number of full-scale lateral load tests on piles of
smaller diameter, ranging from O.3m to 0.6m (12 to 24 in). To extrapolate p-y criteria to conditions
that are different from the one from which these models were developed, requires some judgement
and consideration. In fact, several studies (Davidson, 1982; Lam and Martin, 1986) indicated that
the p-y models, which were developed from load tests on small diameter piles, might underestimate
the soil stiffness for larger diameter drilled shafts. The reasons for such variations are discussed, and
a more rational method of estimating drilled shaft stiffness is proposed.
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3.2 Seismic Design Procedure for Drilled Shafts

Unlike static loading, dynamic loads on a structure cannot be specified independent ofthe foundation
because they are functions of the foundation stiffness characteristics as well as the structural
dynamics properties. It is important to recognize that foundations, being a part of the structural
system, influence and modify the overall dynamic response characteristics of the structure.
Therefore, a realistic estimation of foundation stiffness and integrating it in the structural analysis
is very important. In general, the foundation-soil system responds nonlinearly to the applied load.
However, for practical purposes, the foundation is commonly represented as an equivalent linear
system which is then incorporated in the analytical model. Structural designers and geotechnical
engineers should be aware of the modeling procedure of the foundation system and the inherent
limitations posed by the simplifying assumptions.

Seismic design ofbridge structures and foundations involves a two step procedure. In thefirst step,
the geotechnical engineer estimates the soil-foundation stiffness based on the available information
on soil properties (e.g., drilling record, in-situ or laboratory test data) and the type of foundation
system. The foundation stiffness is then incorporated in the structural model by the structural
engineer, who performs a structural analysis (e.g., modal analysis, time-history analysis) to estimate
load and displacement demands on the foundation arising from the seismic ground motion. Because
the actual foundation is replaced by an equivalent linear model, this first step of analysis might not
yield any meaningful information regarding the force and moment distribution in the foundation
system, especially at high seismic loads where overshoot of force above the foundation capacity is
expected. It should be noted that any overshoot offorce above capacity ofthe system is due largely
to the linear assumption in the analytical model. If a nonlinear load-deflection curve is used in an
iterative nonlinear response analysis, the predicted load will be compatible to the input load
deflection curve and the overshoot above the assumed capacity will be negligible. Therefore, the
only way to evaluate the integrity of the system would be to base it on the computed displacement
demand. A second analytical step is needed to calculate the force demand in the system (including
foundation forces) realistically.

In the second step, the overall foundation system with the surrounding soil is modeled including
structural nonlinearity to conduct a quasi-dynamic push over analysis of the bridge system to
determine the displacement level where structural yielding is initiated (i.e. to determine yield
displacement) and how the load is distributed to structural elements at various load levels (including
the design earthquake load level). On the basis ofthe analyses, foundation capacity (usually based
on the displacement level where there is no compromise on the vertical load capacity of the drilled
shafts) is evaluated and compared to the displacement demand for the design earthquake for
adequacy in structural integrity for earthquake performance. Each step is described and some ofthe
important issues involved in each step are discussed in the following subsections.

3.2.1 Step 1 : Modeling of Foundation Stiffness

According to the current state of practice, the response of drilled shaft foundations to externally
applied lateral load and moments are analyzed by idealizing the soil as a series oflinear or nonlinear
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springs. The force-displacement characteristics ofthe springs are defined by p-y relationships, and
various procedures for developing p-y curves have been proposed by several authors. The most
commonly used p-y formulations in practice are the ones based on procedures suggested by Reese
et al. (1974) for sand and Matlock (1970) for clay. Another popular method is the one recommended
by the American Petroleum Institute (API), which is essentially developed from the above
mentioned methods. Although p-y relationships are semi-empirical in nature, they are found to
provide reasonably good prediction ofpile response. Another commonly used practice is to adopt
a linear approach, and to characterize the subgrade based on the recommended values ofcoefficient
ofsubgrade modulus by Terzaghi (1955). Lam et al. (1991) indicated that solutions based on linear
subgrade modulus theory can adequately represent pile stiffness. They presented design charts to
estimate pile head stiffness for piles embedded in a subgrade with linearly increasing modulus. The
subgrade modulus, EI" at a depth z is given as in eq. (2-3) and repeated herein for convenience,

(3-1)

in which/is the coefficient ofvariation in subgrade modulus with depth. Under elastic conditions,
subgrade modulus can be related to the Young's modulus of soil. Based on closed form solution of
infinitely long beam on an elastic foundation, Vesic(1961) showed that, when subgrade modulus is
constant (i.e., constant with depth), it can be related to soil Young's modulus (E,.oi/) as

Es = 0.65

12 4
Esoi! D

EI
(3-2)

where D is the width of the beam, E is the Young's modulus of pile, I is the moment of inertia of

beam, and vis the Poisson's ratio ofsoil. It must be noted here that eq. (2-6) is an approximate form
of eq. (3-2).

As an alternative to subgrade modulus or p-y approach, some researchers ( e.g., Poulos and Davis,
1980) developed solutions by idealizing the soil as an elastic continuum. A comprehensive summary
on this particular approach is presented by Pender (1993).

Once the pile response is estimated by one of these methods, pile stiffness can be represented in
several ways. Three common methods are 1) coupled foundation stiffness matrix, 2) equivalent
cantilever model, and 3) uncoupled base spring model. A brief description of these methods are
presented here. For more detailed discussion the reader is referred to the work by Lam and Martin
(1986).

3.2.1.1 Coupled Foundation Stiffness Matrix

Among the three methods mentioned above, the most general method to represent the foundation
stiffness is by the coupled foundation stiffness matrix. In this method, the stiffness ofa single pile
is represented by a 6 x 6 matrix representing stiffnesses associated with all six degrees of freedom
at the pile head as illustrated in figure 3-1. The common form ofthe stiffness matrix in the local pile
coordinate system is given in eq. (3-3),
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(a) Drilled Shaft and Bridge Superstruetre with Local
Pile Coordinate System

Kx 0 0 0 0 0
Ky 0 0 0 Kyez

Kz 0 - Kzey 0
Kpile = KOx 0 0

~KOy 0
Cantilever

KOz

(b) Stiffness Matrix (c) Equivalent Cantilever (d) Uncoupled Springs

Figure 3-1 Pile Head Stiffness Representation
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Kx 0 0 0 0 0

K 0 0 0 Kyezy

Kz 0 -KZeY 0
Kpile (3-3)

Kex 0 0

Key 0

Kez

in which the diagonal terms Kx• Ky, K=. Kex.Key. K(£ are stiffnesses corresponding to translational and
rotational degrees of freedom associated with x (local pile axis), y, and z axes, respectively. The
off-diagonal terms represent coupling between two degrees of freedom. For a single vertical pile,
the axial and torsional stiffnesses can be uncoupled from other degrees of freedom, and as a result
the corresponding off-diagonal terms are zero. For a single pile embedded in a subgrade with
linearly increasing subgrade modulus, Es , the stiffness coefficients can be calculated from the
solutions presented by Lam et al. (1991). For piles in layered soils, the pile head stiffness matrix
can be computed by conducting static condensation such that all degrees of freedom below the pile
cap are eliminated (Bryant, 1977).

For piles of flexural stiffness Elp embedded in linearly increasing subgrade modulus, the stiffness
matrix at the pile head (grade elevation) was calculated by Lam et al. (1991) and is given by

1.06

[
Ky Kyez] ;1,3

K = = El
s m K p
Y ez sym

0.98

;e
1.48

A

(3-4)

(3-5)

in which A is the characteristic length of the pile, and can be estimated as

A = ~ E;
The procedure for estimating the stiffness matrix for a single pile (along with simplified design
charts) and pile group has been described in detail in the previous sections.

3.2.1.2 Equivalent Cantilever Beam

In the equivalent cantilever method, the foundation is replaced by a cantilever beam that has a
stiffness equivalent to that of the pile and the surrounding soil. This is represented schematically
in figure 3-1 c. The CaliforniaDepartment ofTransportation design manual (Caltrans,1990) suggests
two procedures for estimating the equivalent cantilever length for the pile. The first one is a
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simplified procedure, in which equivalent pile length is estimated based on the SPT blow count of
the soil stratum as shown in figures 3-2 and 3-3. In the other method, which is termed as the
'rigorous' method, the equivalent length is estimated by matching the pile stiffness (from a Caltrans
in-house pile-soil system load-deflection solution) with the stiffness ofa cantilever beam by equating
displacements and rotations. The equivalent cantilever can also be estimated by equating the
maximum moment in the pile. The estimated length, in that case, may be different. The choice of
the method to determine the equivalent cantilever model depends on the intended applications. For
seismic design, the equivalent cantilever model is normally used to account for foundation
stiffnesses in a global dynamic response analysis. As discussed earlier, after the displacement
demand is established, a second step pseudo static pushover analysis is needed for capacity
evaluation. The state-of-practice is to represent the soils by p-y curves in this second step approach.
The equivalent cantilever model is generally considered to be too crude in the second step in which
force amplitude and corresponding distribution are evaluated.

It is possible to calculate equivalent length of the cantilever beam by equating the terms ofthe pile
head stiffness matrix with those in the stiffness matrix of a cantilever beam. The corresponding
stiffness matrix of a cantilever beam of length Lc and flexural stiffness, Elc' is given by

12 6
-

L 3 L 2

Keantilever = £1
e e (3-6)

e
4

sym
L e

The stiffness matrix ofthe soil pile system (shown in eq. 3-3) can be approximated by an equivalent
cantilever model by choosing the appropriate Elc and equivalent cantilever length Lc . It is obvious
that only two cantilever model parameters are not sufficient to satisfy all three stiffness coefficients
(two diagonal stiffness and one cross-coupling stiffness coefficients) in eq. (3-3). The general
approach is to match the diagonal stiffness terms which leads to the following cantilever model
parameters:

£1 = 0.757£1e p

(3-7)

(3-8)

The basis of matching the diagonal stiffness coefficient in the above equivalent cantilever model
appears generally sound, especially for a pile extension type configuration (shown in figure 1-1b).

For a pile footing type configuration (figure l-la), the rotational stiffness ofthe pile group tends to
be dominated by the axial pile stiffness as compared to the stiffness contribution from the bending
stiffness ofindividual piles. Therefore it might be possible to choose the equivalent cantilever model
solely to match the lateral force versus deflection equation (i.e. the first of eq. 3-4 by matching the
translational and the cross-coupling stiffness term) resulting in the following cantilever model. This
approach can lead to a more appropriate lateral stiffness for a wider range of pile head boundary
(fixed and free head) conditions.
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L e = 1.85.-1. (3-9)

(3-10)

When equivalent cantilever length is determined by matching displacements or stiffness, it represents
the foundation stiffness properly. However, the calculated shear and bending moments in the
cantilever may not bear any relevance to those in the actual pile. Therefore, this particular modeling
approach is only suitable for the first step in the design process to represent foundation stiffness in
a global dynamic response analysis ofthe bridge structure. To calculate pile forces, it is necessary
to go through the second step, where the complete pile with the surrounding soil is modeled.

3.2.1.3 Uncoupled Foundation Springs

As illustrated in figure 3-1d, the third method of characterizing pile stiffness involves replacement
ofthe pile by two springs, one representing the translational and the other representing the rotational
stiffness. In this particular method, the cross-coupling between lateral and rotational movement is
not maintained. For deep foundations, especially for a pile extension, the cross-coupling between
lateral and rotational foundation stiffness are significant, and therefore, an uncoupled foundation
spring model would not be appropriate. Such a model should be restricted for shallow foundations
(i.e. spread footings) or pile footing type configuration for smaller piles.

3.2.1.4 Foundation Nonlinearity

The lateral load-deflection response ofa drilled shaft with a nonlinear p-y curve representation, but
with a linear bending stiffness (EI) assumption was previously shown in figure 2-1. As discussed
previously, this type of nonlinear soil pile interaction analyses has become the state-of-practice in
the Step 2 nonlinear pushover design process for capacity determination. Such analysis using
nonlinear p-y curves can also be used to derive the appropriate foundation stiffness matrix in Step
1. However, use of such nonlinear foundation load-deflection solutions to develop linear
foundation stiffness matrices may lead to erroneous solutions if proper precautions are not taken.
Some words of cautions are provided below in this aspect.

(l) Suitable Stiffness Matrix. It is important to recognize that a foundation stiffness matrix
implies a linear pile and soil system. For example, each point in the nonlinear load
deflection curve in figure 2-1 implies a different tangent stiffness matrix with its own three
stiffness coefficients. The foundation stiffness matrix must be positive definite and
symmetric for practical analyses and design procedures. The way to ensure that the
appropriate stiffness matrix can be developed from pushover analysis would be to first
develop equivalent linear soil-springs (suitable to the loading condition) compatible with the
secant modulus fitted through the p-y curves at the appropriate deflection values.
Subsequent load-deflection analyses can be conducted for the linearized soil spring model
to solve for the stiffness matrix coefficients. So long as the pile and soil system has been
linearized, a unique positive definite and symmetric stiffness matrix can be obtained
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irrespective ofthe loading condition used for the pushover analysis. One way to ensure that
the stiffness matrix is positive definite is to invert the stiffness matrix for the compliance
matrix and check that the diagonal terms in the compliance matrix are all positive-real.

(2) Linearization ofNonlinear Load-Deflection Curves. A nonlinear load-deflection solution
implies that the stiffness is dependent on the deformation and corresponding load amplitudes.

Unlike structural properties, which typically have reasonably well defined elastic stiffnesses,
soils are intrinsically nonlinear, starting from extremely small load levels. For this reason,
the choice of an equivalent linear soil modulus to develop foundation stiffness involves
numerous complexity and uncertainties. In recent years the trend has been to base it on more
complicated finite-element analyses using shear wave velocity data. If soil modulus based
on shear wave velocity data are used, they must be adjusted by extremely small factors
(typically much smaller than those arising from free field wave propagation analyses such
as below 0.1, because the soil strain is usually an order ofmagnitude higher under foundation
load as compared to wave propagation problems). It must be noted that strain compatible
soil modulus determined from a I-D site response analysis would only be valid for I-D shear
beam configurations. This approach is typically used where equivalent soil modulus ratio
versus shear strain relationships are utilized. Therefore, it cannot be used to establish strain
compatible scaling factors for rather complicated 3-D soil-pile configurations which requires
rigorous 6-D stress-strain (constitutive) soil modeling. This method is not only complicated
but also is not well proven for practical applications. For these reasons, the merits of an
inherently complex finite element soil-structure interaction approach will be very
questionable. Traditionally, empirical load test data (either Terzaghi's subgrade theory or
p-y curves) formed the basis for stiffness evaluation in foundation design which has the
problem that they are mostly evaluated from slow rate loading conditions and might not
capture some aspects of dynamic effects. Most bridges are long period structures. The
discussed foundation dynamic effects would be small as compared to the inertia forces ofthe
superstructure. The traditional p-y approach is simpler to use and also has been proven over
its long history of applications.

Any nonlinear procedure theoretically requires an iterative process to ensure that the stiffness
matrix is compatible to the assumed deflection level. As shown in figure 2-1, a secant
stiffness at peak load/deflection would represent the lower bound stiffness occurring only
at an infinitesimal duration in time during peak earthquake load. Such a stiffness might be
too soft to be representative for the overall duration ofthe earthquake. A secant stiffness at
a smaller deflection might be a better choice to serve as the effective foundation stiffness
representative for a longer time frame over the duration of the earthquake. In equivalent
linear site response analyses, Idriss and Sun (1992) proposed to establish the equivalent
secant soil modulus at an effective strain value equal to the peak strain multiplied by a
scaling factor n = (Mw - 1)/10 where Mw is the earthquake magnitude (Moment magnitude).
The above recommendation by Idriss and Sun, or simply establishing a secant foundation
stiffness at 0.5 to 0.65 of peak deflection, would provide a better basis for developing
foundation stiffness than the lower bound stiffness at peak deflection.
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(3)

(4)

Inherent Limitation. Various researchers (Miranda, 1991) have concluded that solutions
from linear response analysis generally give reasonable peak displacement predictions
(referred to as equal displacement principle for long period systems). However, as shown
in figure 2-1, a secant stiffness at below peak deflection will always overshoot the predicted
load at the peak deflection for a typical nonlinear load-deflection curve. The dilemma is that
a secant stiffness at below the peak load should be used in order to rationally capture the
stiffness characteristics which in turn forms the basis to predict the proper level of peak
displacement, but it would automatically overshoot the predicted load. This is the reason
that a pseudo-static nonlinear pushover analysis is needed in a subsequent Step-2 to account
for forces corresponding to the displacement demand predicted in Step-I. These inherent
limitations in a linear response analysis imply that a nonlinear dynamic response analysis is
needed to solve for both forces and displacement simultaneously in a one-step analysis for
a system that has significant inherent nonlinearities (both material and geometric
nonlinearity).

Significance of Foundation Stiffness. For most bridges supported by drilled shafts or pile
.;

extensions, the compliance of the foundation is small compared to the compliance of the
unsupported column. For this and the above discussed complexities and uncertainties in
foundation behavior, a more simplistic linear approach to incorporate foundation stiffness
in the first step dynamic response analysis has many merits and is recommended for general
application. The recommendation is intended to minimize errors commonly associated with
more complicated approaches. The linear approach includes the use of Terzaghi's linear
subgrade reaction to account for soil stiffness in conjunction with an equivalent cantilever
model to account for foundation stiffness.

3.2.1.5 Foundation Geometry

When the foundation system is replaced by any ofthe methods described in the previous subsection,
it is an idealized representation of the actual system which gives a measure of foundation stiffness.
Two foundation systems may have comparable stiffness, but the load supporting mechanism may
be completely different. Consider, for example, the pile group and the pile extension in figures 3-4a
and b. The free-body diagrams of the two systems are shown in figures 3-4c and d, respectively.
In the case of a pile group, the overturning moment is resisted by the axial stiffness of individual
piles, and the contribution of rotational stiffness of individual piles is relatively small for small
diameter piles. Similarly, the torsional moment on the pile group is resisted by the lateral stiffness
of individual piles. For pile groups, therefore, coupling exists between axial displacement and
overturning rotation. On the other hand, in the case of a pile extension, the lateral load and
overturning moment are resisted by the lateral stiffness ofthe pile shaft alone. Similarly torsional
moment is resisted by only the torsional stiffness of the single pile.

In addition, for the pile group, the pile cap contributes to the foundation stiffness due to lateral soil
resistance on the bottom and sides of the pile cap. The contribution from the pile cap stiffness may
be significant when it is embedded in dense soil.
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3.2.1.6 Boundary Conditions

The boundary condition at the pile head has a significant effect on pile response and, therefore, on
the estimated pile head stiffness. When piles are connected to a rigid pile cap, the condition at the
pile head depends on the reinforcement connection detail. The lateral stiffness can increase by a
factor of2 to 3 as the pile head fixity changes from a free (pinned) to a fixed head condition. For
moment-resisting connections, the boundary condition at the pile head may be considered to be fixed
against rotation, but free to translate. Figure 3-5 shows the influence of the boundary condition on
pile response. In this figure pile head displacements and maximum pile moments are plotted for two
different boundary conditions, completely free and fixed against rotation only. The plots indicate
that, pile head displacement is strongly influenced by the boundary condition at the pile head,
whereas the maximum calculated moments do not change significantly. Although the maximum
moment for two conditions are comparable as shown in figure 3-5, the distribution of bending
moment in these two cases are quite different. For the fixed head condition, the maximum negative
moment occurs at the pile head, whereas for the free head condition the maximum positive moment
occurs at depth below the ground surface. In reality the pile head condition is usually neither free
nor fixed. A possible way to model the pile head condition would be to represent the joint by a
moment-resisting rotational spring. As an example, the same pile is modeled with a rotation spring
at the head with a rotational stiffness of 1.1x105 kN-m/rad. The calculated pile head displacements
and maximum pile moments for this condition are also shown in figure 3-5. While the fixed and free
head conditions present the upper and lower bound for pile head displacement ( therefore, lateral
stiffness), the maximum pile moment for the partially restrained condition is not bounded by the
above conditions, but usually would be less than either the negative moment at the pile head for the
fixed head case and less than the positive moment at depth for the free head case. The more
balanced and lower moment for a more realistic representation of the pile head fixity condition
usually can lead to more economical design and is an important design issue (both from a foundation
stiffness as well as a force and moment assessment standpoint) that is often overlooked by designers
and researchers.

For most piles, the boundary conditions at the pile tip do not affect the pile performance because
they are sufficiently far from the structure and the piles can be considered as infinitely long piles

when the pile length is larger than 3 times the characteristics length A(eq. 3-5). For large diameter
shafts, it is important to check the pile length, especially for soft soil conditions, to determine the
need to include the pile tip's boundary conditions as compared to merely using closed form solutions
for infinite beam solutions as shown in eq. (3-4). This will be further discussed in Section 3.2.2.4.

In many instances, concrete pavement or traffic barriers are constructed around drilled shafts at the
ground level. Unless a gap is maintained around the shaft, the pavement can provide lateral support
to the pile, which may in turn influence the pile head stiffness.
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3.2.1.7 Other Considerations

Nonlinear Structural Behavior ofDrilled Shaft: The stress-strain response ofconcrete is not linear
and the response deviates from a linear relationship at a relatively small strain. Because the elastic
modulus and effective cross-section ofconcrete piles change with strain, the flexural rigidity ofthe
pile, Elp , which governs the pile stiffness, changes with applied load level. For large diameter
concrete piles, minor cracking develops at a relatively small applied moment and it would be
appropriate to use effective section properties for evaluating pile stiffness for seismic design. Based
on load tests on large diameter piles, the influence ofnonlinear concrete behavior in estimating pile
response has been demonstrated by Naramore and Feng (1990). The design charts developed by
Priestley (1991), which were presented in figure 2-12, can be used to estimate effective section
properties. In the absence ofdetailed information regarding reinforcing steel and applied axial load,
an equivalent cracked section can be estimated by reducing the stiffness of the uncracked section
by half. In general, the cracked section is a function of the reinforcement ratio (volume of steel
reinforcement versus that ofconcrete), but is often adequate to assume as one-halfofthe uncracked
section for most pile analyses.

Cyclic Loading Condition: The recommended soil stiffness in terms of subgrade modulus and
conventional p-y curves is developed mainly from slow cyclic load tests. Applicability under faster
rate vibratory loading conditions in a seismic event needs to be considered. Based on the findings
of several researchers, Pender (1993) concluded that the dynamic pile stiffness at large load levels
during the earthquake is smaller than its static stiffness. Lam and Cheang (1995) and Crouse et al.
(1993) presented fast-rate dynamic pile test data which confirmed Pender's recommendations.

3.2.2 Step 2: Estimating Foundation Capacity

The second step in the design ofdrilled shaft foundations involves the analyses ofthe pile foundation
system using the estimated load from the superstructure and proportioning the foundation
accordingly. In this step, the actual foundation is modeled with the surrounding soil as shown in
figure 3-6. Usually, the soil is modeled as nonlinear springs with force-displacement characteristics
of the springs based on given p-y relationships. It can be readily said that realistic nonlinear
modeling of structural elements is more essential than that of soil in Step 2 capacity solution. In
many cases, linearized representation of soil stiffness, such as the Terzaghi's subgrade modulus
approach provides reasonable solutions for design applications. For a laterally loaded pile problem,
usually there are ample soil capacities (ultimate passive pressure from soil) over the entire pile
length. Therefore, the foundation system capacity is controlled by the structural member capacity.
The appropriate analysis to determine the foundation capacity for lateral earthquake load requires
an assessment of the magnitude oflateral deflection that can be tolerated by the foundation such that
the foundation's ability to provide vertical support to structures within ac~eptable performance
(settlement) is not compromised. For seismic design, which usually implies extremely high load but
at a relatively low probability of occurrence, the structural system is expected to be damaged and
will undergo some level of yielding. In practice this Step 2 static pushover analysis involves
monotonically increasing the load to establish the displacement corresponding to initial yielding to
define the yield displacement. Then the analysis is continued to the level of displacement demand
determined in Step 1 for the load distribution in various components ofthe structural and foundation
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system. The ratio ofthe displacement demand to yield displacement (i.e. the displacement ductility
demand) is then used as a measure ofductility demand on the system. Most often, a lower load (as
compared to linear elastic earthquake response solutions) for foundation design can be justified to
reflect limit states (load fuses such as plastic hinges in columns) built into the design strategy as
discussed below.

3.2.2.1 Prevalent Practice for Conservatism

It is often recommended by the geotechnical engineers that a softer soil stiffness and/or a lower soil
capacity be used in the foundation design as it leads to more conservative designs. This is true ifthe
foundation is designed for a static loading case in which the design load level is known a priori. As
was mentioned previously, pushover analysis is commonly used in the seismic design of
foundations. When a displacement controlled pushover analysis is performed, it is obvious that soft
soil stiffness assumption leads to unconservative force in the structural components. Moreover,
overly soft soil stiffness implies that the plastic hinges on the drilled shaft occur at a deeper location
below grade. In such cases shear demand on the structure may be underestimated (see section
3.2.2.2)

It can be concluded from the above discussion that it may be quite counterproductive if arbitrary
conservatism is introduced in the general geotechnical recommendation. It is recommended that
analysis and design for seismic lad cases should be conducted using the least number ofassumptions.
However, this statement only applies to the seismic load case. Traditional conservatism should be
maintained in foundation design for other load cases in which the loading condition is better defined.

3.2.2.2 Formation of Plastic Hinge

The foundation capacity of a drilled shaft is related to the maximum tolerable lateral deformation
without compromising the vertical load carrying capacity ofthe foundation. Therefore, the overall
foundation capacity is usually controlled by the structural capacity ofthe foundation rather than the
ultimate soil resistance. The principles ofductile design is often employed in the seismic design of
superstructure as well as sizing ofthe column or the pile extension. Accordingly, in a seismic event
plastic hinges can form at a predetermined location that limits the load transfer and also provides an
energy dissipation mechanism. Italso ensures that there is sufficient displacement ductility capacity.
Some examples of plastic hinge locations for typical bridge structures are shown in figure 2-2.
These are very sound and necessary design strategies, not just from an economic standpoint. They
are necessary because ofuncertainty in our knowledge ofthe earthquake load and therefore it would
be good practice to control the behavior for potential over-load conditions suchthat potential damage
would occur at preferred locations and to be associated with a ductile mode of system behavior for
the overall system. The locations ofplastic hinges should be such that they are easily accessible for
repair after the earthquake. Therefore, it is not desirable that hinges form below the ground level
where they can not be detected.

For an applied lateral load at the superstructure level, the maximum moment occurs below the
ground level as shown in figure 3-7a. The maximum moment occurs approximately at a depth of

0.91. below the ground level. The parameter Ais the characteristic length of the pile as defined in
eq. (3-5). Assuming a circular pile cross-section, and considering Young's modulus, E, ofconcrete
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to be 2.7xl07 kPa, the depth of maximum moment can be estimated as 1.8 to 3 times the shaft
diameter (D) below the ground for loose and dense soil, respectively. For cracked sections with
flexural rigidity, Eleff, equal to halfofthat ofthe uncracked section, the depth ofmaximum moment
would be at shallower depth, 1.4 to 2.2D for loose and dense soils, respectively.

Because the maximum moment in the pile extension occurs at a depth below the ground, it is still
possible to design the plastic hinge above ground as shown in figure 3-7b by the use of proper
structural details. The pile moment capacity is increased above that ofthe column to ensure that the
plastic hinge occurs at the base ofthe column. However, this causes a shorter plastic hinge zone and
therefore lower plastic rotational capacity.

3.2.2.3 Shear Capacity

As mentioned in the previous section, plastic hinges are allowed to form in the columns to limit
loads and provide ductility to the structure. However, sufficient column shear capacity should be
provided to avoid brittle failure ofthe column which may result in complete collapse ofthe structure.
Because of the severe potential consequences of a shear failure, Caltrans (1990) specifies that the
smallest column length which yields largest possible design shear forces should be used. As
mentioned earlier, the largest moment for a pile extension and therefore the location of potential
plastic hinges are assumed to occur at some depth below the ground level; this situation may be
incompatible with the presence of a pavement or road barrier at the ground level. In this case it is
possible that the plastic hinge would form at or above ground level, and the design shear force would
increase. Also, the location of the plastic hinge may be higher than that indicated in the previous
section due to higher stiffness of the soil near the surface. Such situations may arise when there is
a stiff desiccated crust at the ground surface.

The influence of near ground support on the shear demand of a pile is illustrated in figure 3-8.
Figure 3-8b shows a pile extension with pavement at the ground level, whereas in figure 3-8a no
pavement or any other supporting structure is present. The location of potential plastic hinges for
both situation are also indicated in the figure. Since pavement acts as a supporting structure, there
is a likelihood that the plastic hinge would form at the ground level and the design shear, Vb in that
case would be

(3-11)

If the ground level support is neglected, and it is assumed that the plastic hinge would form below
the ground, then the estimated shear VI is calculated as

M
V = --E

1 L
1

(3-12)

Because L I is larger than L2, the estimated shear would be less than the actual shear that the structure
needs to resist. In many instances failure of the pile/column results from assuming an overly deep
plastic hinge location L, by neglecting surficial soil/structural constraints. It would be good design
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practice to provide some gap between the pile and the pavement to ensure that the plastic hinge can
be formed at its intended locations or to design for a more conservative shear capacity to take into
account the uncertainty of the location of the plastic hinge.

3.2.2.4 Minimum Pile Length

The Caltrans design manual (1990) introduces the concept of 'stable' pile foundation and suggests
that a minimum pile length should be maintained to ensure stability against excessive rotations.
According to this procedure, a pile is assumed to be stable when" ...a substantial decrease in pile
shaft length does not result in excessive (pile head) deflection". Although ensuring a limit on pile
displacement is a rational design approach, the Caltrans 'stability' approach requires more time
consuming computer analyses and potentially subjective judgement to decide what can be viewed
as excessive deflection. On the other hand, although time consuming computer analysis can cover
a more general soil pile condition. Some discussion on the subject of minimum pile length is
provided below.

The concept of a stable pile is essentially similar to that of a long pile. A long pile under lateral
loading is defined as a pile which can be modeled as an infinitely long beam, and application ofload
at one end has no significant influence on the other end. Whether a pile behave as a long or short
pile depends on the ratio of pile length (L) to the charateristic length (A.). The characteristic length
A. for a soil profile with linearly increasing subgrade modulus has been defined in eq. (3-5), and that
for constant modulus is defined in the following equation as

(3-13)

From analytical solutions (Hetenyi, 1946), a pile may be treated as a long pile when L/A. is greater
than 71:. The pile head displacement remains essentially constant as the pile length, L, is increased
beyond 71: A.. For a relatively large diameter pile with higher Elp' the pile length needs to be larger
to achieve the pile length of 7I:A.. Therefore for a given soil condition, the stable length of a larger
diameter pile would be larger than a pile of smaller diameter, although a larger pile would have
higher capacity and stiffness to meet the force demand.

This particular aspect is illustrated in figure 3-9. In this figure pile head displacements are plotted
against pile length for two piles with diameters 1.2 m and 2.4 m. The stable lengths of these two
piles are also indicated in the figure according to the suggested procedure by Caltrans. This figure
indicates that the stable length of the smaller pile is about 10m whereas that for the larger pile is
about 15 m.

The above discussion provides the theoretical basis for the minimum pile length under idealized pile
soil conditions. The method involves an appreciation of the profile of subgrade modulus
(approximately equal to the Young's modulus of the soil). Lam et al. (1991) provided some
guidelines on the subgrade modulus values which can be used to establish the above discussed
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characteristic length. A model in which the subgrade modulus varies linearly with depth generally
works well with most soil sediment condition (both sand and clay sites) and the characteristic length
can be calculated using eq. (3-5). As shown in the above examples, a drilled shaft exceeding 15 m
(50 ft) embedment would usually be sufficiently long to qualify for the minimum length.

For very stiff sites including shafts socketed into rock, it is useful to determine a minimum rock
socket length. For these stiff soil conditions, a more appropriate soil profile model would be to
assume that the subgrade modulus is constant with depth. For these cases, the characteristic length
can be determined from eq. (3-13), and can be used to determine the needed minimum length of7tA.
Using typical Young's modulus for weathered rocks, a sensitivity study suggests that shafts socketed
4 pile diameters in rock would be sufficient for lateral loading for shafts up to 3.5m in diameter.

Based on our experience and a limited sensitivity study, we have found that the length of most
drilled shafts would be controlled by axial load requirements, rather than by the lateral load
requirement. Whereas, the above discussed minimum length for stability issues should not be
overlooked, they should not be regarded as rigid requirements. If the stable pile length calculation
results in an uneconomical design (i.e. if the pile length is controlled by lateral load rather than
vertical load), the designer should evaluate the actual lateral stiffness ofthe drilled shaft and compare
it to that required for acceptable performance. If the embedment length and the strength of the
drilled shaft is adequate to provide sufficient lateral stiffness with adequate allowance for
uncertainties in the soil stiffness parameters, a lower pile length could be justified. As discussed
earlier, one artifact in large-diameter shaft design is that it also leads to the requirement for longer
length to satisfy the minimum stable pile length requirement, without regards to the actual stiffness
and capacity of the drilled shaft itself. In some rare situations, the minimum stable pile length
requirement can lead to overly conservative design and may drive the designer to make unreasonable
decisions to select smaller diameter drilled shafts solely to avoid the unstable pile length issue.

3.3 p-y Model for Drilled Shafts

As mentioned earlier, the most widely used method to analyze pile response under lateral load is by
using a p-y model in which soil is replaced by a series of nonlinear springs. A p-y model simply
describes the force-displacement relationship of a soil spring, in which p is the soil reaction force
per unit length, and y is the corresponding pile displacement. A number ofp-y models have been
proposed by different authors for different soil conditions. The two most commonly used p-y
models are those proposed by Matlock (1970) for soft clay and by Reese et al. (1974) for sand. P-y
curves for other soil conditions, e.g., stiff clay, rock, can also be found in the literature (e.g., Reese,
1986). The p-y models are essentially semi-empirical and have been developed based on a limited
number of full-scale lateral load tests on piles of smaller diameter, ranging from 0.3m to 0.6m (12
to 24 in). To extrapolate p-y criteria to conditions that are different from the one from which these
models were developed requires some judgement and consideration.
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The nonlinear p-y curve is a form of discrete spring approach to account for the stiffness of the soil
mass. Matlock's and Reese's nonlinear p-y approaches can be regarded as an extension of the
widely used linear subgrade modulus approach of Terzaghi (1955). Terzaghi's linear subgrade
modulus can be regarded as the soil stiffness corresponding to the secant stiffness at normal working
load range. If the Matlock's clay and the Reese's sand p-y criteria are used in load deflection
analyses for typical smaller piles to develop a nonlinear load-deflection curve, they typically give
solutions comparable to results from Terzaghi's linear subgrade modulus at 12 to 50 mm (0.5 to 2
in) pile head deflection. As a matter of fact, Reese's sand p-y criteria utilizes Terzaghi's working
load modulus scaled by a factor of 3 to form the initial tangent stiffness in the p-y curves. As a
result, solutions from p-y curves and the more simple Terzaghi's linear modulus approach can
usually be cross correlated to a reasonable degree. Terzaghi's linear approach can often form the
basis in the Step 1 dynamic response analysis and then the nonlinear p-y approach can be used for
the Step 2 pushover analysis where results from the apparently different approaches generally give
reasonably compatible solutions in the design process.

Based on field load test results, some researchers have indicated that stiffness and ultimate lateral
carrying capacity of a large diameter drilled shaft are larger than the values estimated using the
conventional subgrade reaction model. Based on the work by Carter (1984) and Ling (1988), Pender
(1993) suggests that subgrade modulus would increase linearly with pile diameter. Stevens and
Audibert (1979) came to a similar conclusion and suggested that Es is proportional to the square root
ofpile diameter. Davidson (1982) and Lam and Martin (1986) attribute the increased stiffness and
strength oflarge diameter shafts to additional soil resistance mobilized due to pile rotation. Lam and
Cheang (1995) presented a set of full-scale pile load test data that include variations in loading rate
from slow cyclic loading to fast vibratory loading) and different pile head boundary conditions (free
head vs. fixed head). Lam and Law (1994) presented nonlinear finite element solutions for both
smooth and rough pile surfaces. The above research suggests that the apparent diameter effects on
p-y curve are related to the pile rotation and skin friction issues. The apparent diameter effects
reported in empirical pile load tests are due in part to the fact that most pile load tests are free-head
tests and fixed-head tests are relatively rare. In this section, the applicability of conventional p-y
models to drilled shaft foundation design is examined.

3.3.1 Effects of Various Parameters

In this section, the effects of different parameters on pile response are examined and the results are
presented in graphical form. The sensitivity study is performed for a generic sand site which is
usually stiffer than a typical clay site. A stiffer soil condition has been selected for the sensitivity
study because drilled shafts are more appropriate for more competent soil conditions and also
because the overall pile soil response would be more sensitive to changes in input soil parameters.
For a soft clay site, the overall pile response will be rather insensitive to relatively large variations
in p-y curves. The sensitivity study is conducted using the standard Reese sand p-y criteria (Reese,
1974).
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3.3.1.1 Soil Properties

The p-y curves are fonnulated using three soil parameters - unit weight of the soil, y, angle of

friction, ~, and the modulus ofsubgrade reaction, Es' To estimate the sensitivity ofthe estimated pile
response to the input soil parameters, a parametric study is perfonned by varying the soil properties.
The pile chosen for the study is a 1.2m-(4ft)diameter drilled shaft with a length of 12 m (40 ft). The
pile is embedded in a unifonn soil deposit. The soil density and friction angle are varied from 18.1
and 18.8 kN/m3 (115 to 120 pct) and 30 to 36° to represent a variation from loose to medium dense
sand. The coefficient of subgrade modulus,}; is also varied from 5,500 to 16,000 kN/m3 (20 to
60 pci) to reflect the change in the soil condition from loose to medium dense.

The response ofthe pile foundation in tenns ofpile head displacement and maximum pile moment
are calculated, and are presented in figure 3-10. Figures 3-1 Oa and 3-1 Ob show the variation ofpile
head displacement and maximum pile bending moment, respectively, with applied lateral load at the
pile head. The estimated pile head displacement decreases significantly with increasing soil density.
However, it can be observed that the pile head load-deflection characteristics are linear for the loose
and dense sand conditions. The relationship ofmaximum pile moment versus shear load, however,
is not significantly affected by the variations in input p-y curves. The presented example illustrates
the earlier comment that, although the soil behavior is nonlinear, its effect on the overall pile
response for lateral loading would only be mildly nonlinear because ofthe linear property ofthe pile
(i.e. linear Elp) and overly complicated treatment to deal with soil nonlinearity is not needed from
a practical point of view. For a softer soil condition, the pile response will even be less sensitive
to changes in p-y curves.

3.3.1.2 Degradation Effect

In many instances the p-y curves are degraded to simulate the effect of reduced soil strength and/or
stiffuess. This is nonnally achieved by scaling the p-y curves along the p-axis as illustrated in figure
3-11. This scaling factor is generally referred as a p-multiplier. The effect of a p-multiplier is
illustrated in figure 3-12. In this figure the pile head displacement and maximum moment ofa free
headed pile are plotted for different values ofp-multiplier. Pile head displacements (therefore, pile
head stiffness) are more strongly influenced by the change in p-y curves, than the relationship of
maximum pile moment versus shear load. These two examples illustrate that although pile head
stiffness is influenced by changes in p-y curves, the maximum pile moment tends to be insensitive
to such changes.

3.3.1.3 Embedment and Gapping or Scouring

Because ofthe influence ofeffective confining pressure, the subgrade modulus and the ultimate soil
reaction on piles increases with depth. For pile foundations with pile caps, the equivalent foundation
stiffuess is usually estimated at the pile cap level. The effect of embedment on pile head stiffness
in that case could be significant. On the other hand, for piles in a river bed, soil may be removed by
scouring which results in a loss oflateral soil restraint. To examine the effects of embedment and
scouring, the same pile used in the previous examples is analyzed for two conditions. In one, the
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pile is embedded below the ground level at a depth of ID (1.2 m), and in the other 1.2 m of soil is
removed at the ground level to model embedment and scouring effects, respectively. The calculated
pile head displacements and maximum pile bending moments are plotted in figures 3-13a and 3-13b.
The results indicate that the gapping (or scouring) effect would be more significant than the above
discussed degradation and nonlinearity issue. The presented study assumes that the gapping (or
scouring) effect is modeled as a loss of soil resistance to 1 pile diameter. This should be regarded
as a lower bound case. Physical evidence from post-earthquake inspections and analytical studies
(e.g. Lam and Law, 1994) suggest that gapping can extend to much deeper depths. From the
presented sensitivity study, it can be judged that the gapping issue (i.e. geometric nonlinearity)
would be more important and deserve more attention in design than the issue of soil nonlinearity,
and to some extent, soil degradation.

3.3.2 Load Transfer Mechanism of Laterally Loaded Piles

The load transfer mechanism of laterally loaded piles is complex, and the subgrade reaction or the
p-y model is a simplified representation ofthe mechanism. Lam and Martin (1986) indicate at least
six different forms of load transfer between pile and soil under lateral load which are illustrated in
figure 3-14. Theyare:

(1) Lateral soil resistance due to translation of the pile.
(2) Shear stresses along the sides of the pile resisting axial movement.
(3) Axial resistance at the tip of the pile due to end bearing.
(4) Rotational resistance along the shaft length due to tilting of the pile.
(5) Rotational resistance at the tip of the pile.
(6) Lateral resistance at the tip of the pile due to base shear.

In the p-y or any subgrade reaction model the effects of these factors are not accounted for
separately; rather they are all lumped into one single parameter that represents lateral springs. For
small diameter long piles, the effects ofsome ofthese load transfer mechanisms (e.g. items 4,5) are
not pronounced in the overall response ofthe pile. However, in large diameter shafts some ofthese
effects may be significant. To develop some of these mechanisms, the pile needs to undergo large
rotational movement. Single piles, such as those in pile extensions, may rotate significantly, and for
these piles consideration ofadditional soil resistance is justified. However, pile rotation is restricted
in a pile cap configuration and such rotational resistance (so-called "diameter effects") may not be
justified. In addition, the side skin friction, which generates the rotational resistance, is influenced
by installation procedure and the soil-pile interface properties (i.e. much higher unit skin friction
when concrete is poured against soils as compared to driven piles). This suggests that the increase
in resistance for large diameter shafts is, in part, due to how drilled shafts are constructed. Further
comments on these issues are provided below.
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(3-14)

3.3.3 Installation Procedure

Due to the differences in installation procedures of driven piles versus drilled shafts, the stress
condition in the soil surrounding the pile can be quite different. It is possible that the differences
in stiffness and the lateral load-carrying capacities of these two types ofpiles are influenced by the
installation procedure. It is common knowledge that a drilled shaft develops higher skin friction
capacity if the concrete is poured directly against the soil mass instead ofpouring against a casing.
This is the reason that any temporary casings must be retrieved in drilled shaft construction practice.
The differences in installation method between drilled shafts and driven piles probably contributes
to much of the observed differences in load test response of these two types of foundations.

3.3.4 Observation From Load Test Data

Pender (1993) describes lateral load tests on piles having diameter in excess of 1.0 m. From these
tests it appears that the back calculated values of subgrade modulus are larger than those proposed
by Terzaghi (1955). Pender indicated that the subgrade modulus increases linearly with diameter,
and according to the procedure suggested by Carter (1984) and Ling (1988) may be given by

D1E = E -
s2 sJ D

2

in which Es1 and E'2 are modulus of subgrade reaction for pile diameter D1 and D2, respectively.

Davidson (1982) performed lateral load tests on drilled shafts of l.4m-diameter and larger. These
load tests were intended for transmission tower applications where large overturning moments are
expected. The lateral load were applied at about 24.4 m above the ground level with only 6.1 m pile
embedment. The resulting pile displacement and rotation were quite high. He also performed a
parametric study based on the finite element method. Based on these studies, he proposed a lateral
resistance mechanism consisting of four springs that account for pile rotation as well as lateral
translation. The modified model appeared to match the measured pile response reasonably well.
These load tests have also been analyzed by Lam and Martin (1986). Their analyses indicate
significant contribution from rotational resistance and base shear at the pile tip.

Naramore and Fang (1990) described lateral load tests on drilled shafts having diameter 4 and 8 ft
(1.2 and 2.4 m). They also analyzed the piles using the program COM624 which utilizes the
conventional Reese/Matlock p-y formulation. Their analyses indicate that the conventional p-y
approach predicts a stiffer pile response. This observation differs from those mentioned above.
However, the data presented by Naramore and Feng (which is quite different from results from other
researchers) require more detailed evaluation and some comments are provided herein. The
Naramore and Feng data might be an isolated case and may not appropriate on which to base general
design guidelines. Some of the following issues need to be examined in more detail for the
presented data:
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(1) The site consisted ofvery stiff to hard clay where secondary structures in the clay (fissures,
etc.) tend to affect the resultant pile load test results. Therefore, one cannot merely assume
that the intact shear strength of the clay would control the behavior of the pile soil system.
For such very stiff sites, it would not be appropriate to use the intact soil shear strength
directly for design when the shear strength exceeds a given threshold.

(2) The Matlock soft clay and also the Reese stiff clay p-y criteria were all formulated using a
parabolic equation which implies an infinite initial tangent stiffness. This shortcoming
generally does not lead to significant error for soft clays, but could result in unsatisfactory
solutions for the very stiff to hard clay condition.

(3) There is a tremendous uncertainty in the bending stiffness of the large diameter concrete
drilled shaft (i.e., what is the effective bending stiffness, Eleff). Naramore and Feng's
backfitting analysis and the calculated p-y curves could be obscured by the choice of the
value.

3.3.5 Observations From Analytical Results

To examine the effect oflarge diameter on drilled shaft response, Lam and Law (1994) performed
finite element analyses modeling the soil as a continuum. An elasto-plastic model was chosen for
the soil, and the soil-pile interface was modeled as smooth as well as rough to examine the effect of
skin friction. They found that for the rough faced pile, skin friction contributes toward rotational
stiffness, and the pile response is stiffer. They also concluded that the mobilization of rotational
stiffness is affected by the loading and boundary conditions. For fixed head piles with small
rotation, the rotational restraint may not be significant.
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SECTION 4
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

4.1 Summary

In Section 2, general modeling guidelines associated with the seismic design ofpile foundations is
presented. A two-step design process involved in seismic design is introduced and various design
parameters that have an effect on the predicted foundation response are identified. Hence, the
implications offoundation modeling process in the estimated structural response are described. The
applicability of conventional p-y formulations in modeling soil-pile interaction behavior is
examined. Some of the most recent research results for pile group effects and design of pile
foundations for the lateral spread problem in liquefied soil are reviewed. Finally, modifications of
p-y curves to account for cyclic loading conditions, pile group effects and soil-pile interaction
behavior in liquefied soils are discussed.

Section 3 presents an overview of the characteristics of drilled shaft foundations. General
recommendations are made for the seismic design ofthis specific type offoundation. The two-step
design procedure described in Section 2 is adopted and various related design parameters that
influence the foundation response are identified. Similarly, p-y formulations with various
modifications are utilized in modeling drilled shaft foundation behavior.

4.2 Conclusions and Recommendations

The following conclusions can be made regarding seismic design ofpile footings and drilled shafts
from a geotechnical standpoint:

(1) It is important to recognize how geotechnical recommendations are used by structural
designers, particularly in a two-step seismic design process. Seismic demand can be
expressed either in terms of displacements or forces imposed on the foundation as well as
on the overall structural system. In other words, elements of foundation system can be
designed for the deformations or the forces. Hence, when characterizing a foundation system
for seismic design, seismic demand should be clearly identified depending on the chosen
design criteria. Moreover, various uncertainties involved in defining the seismic demand
should be carefully considered at this stage. Consequently, prevalent conservatism should
be avoided in geotechnical recommendations for the seismic load case because (i)
geotechnical engineers often do not know how their recommendations are implemented by
the structural engineers, hence their "conservative" estimate of design parameters may lead
to a counterproductive design, and (ii) although it may impose extremely severe demand on
the structural and foundation system, occurrence of a seismic load case is very rare.
Therefore, an economic decision-making would be necessary with some level ofrisk implied
by the uncertainties in seismic load cases.

(2) Characterization ofthe stiffness properties ofan individual pile requires an evaluation ofthe
pile load-displacement behavior under axial and lateral loading conditions depending on the
pile configuration as well as the dominant load transfer/bearing mechanism. It must be noted
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that unlike pile footings, drilled shaft foundations are typically pile extension type
foundations in which the overall bridge response is generally insensitive to axial pile
response. In fact, the axial pile loading, which is related to the rocking response of the pile
group foundations, involves both material and geometric nonlinearities and therefore
deserves more attention.

(3) p-y models which define the nonlinear force-displacement relationship ofa "soil spring" to
analyze pile response (soil-pile interaction) can be reliably used, provided that the effect of
various soil conditions, conditions that arise from different pile configurations, etc, are
accounted for by appropriate scaling factors. Nonlinear p-y models are essentially semi
empirical and have been developed based on a limited number offull-scale lateral load tests
on smaller diameter piles.

(4) From the sensitivitystudy presented in Section 3, it can be concluded that the most important
issue in foundation design and analysis relates to the need to properly consider boundary
conditions (including scouring, gapping and how liquefaction affects the boundary
conditions, as well as the pile head fixity and how it relates to connection details). Soil
nonlinearity and, to some extent, variations in soil properties usually do not result in grossly
different foundation behavior.

(5) It can be readily said that uncertainties involved in p-y curves are in fact a rather insignificant
problem compared to other sources ofuncetainty, including pile-head fixity, the choice of
bending stiffness of the piles and particularly the embedment issue which may cause two
fold variations in the predicted soil-pile stiffness.

(6) In the pile footing design, apart from the individual pile stiffness, pile cap stiffness can also
be incorporated in the overall system. In general, pile cap stiffness is defined as the ratio of
ultimate soil capacity acting at the face ofa pile cap to an estimated displacement to mobilize
this capacity. For practical design applications, a passive pressure coefficient of 10 is
recommended as a typical value to determine the pile cap resistance. The lateral deflection
to mobilize this full passive pressure capacity can be taken as 1% to 2% ofthe thickness of
the embedded pile cap depending on the soil type.

(7) Pile group effects can be taken into account by p-multipliers. Analytical studies on the pile
group effects on the overall response ofthe foundation systems have revealed that a uniform
average multiplier would be adequate to incorporate the pile group effects in the design of
typical pile group configurations. A p-multiplier of 0.5 on the standard static loading p-y
curves involving typical pile groups is recommended, however, lower p-multipliers may be
adopted to account for other factors such as gapping, potential cyclic degradation, etc.

(8) Seismic design for the structural loading conditions in liquefiable soils requires consideration
of the pore pressure build-up process and its effects on the fundamental stress-strain
characteristics ofthe soil mass. In general, a p-multiplier of0.5 is initially set for unliquefied
p-y curves to reflect degradation due to local soil-pile interaction or softening due to pile
group effects. The degradation coefficients are then used to establish the p-y curve
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characteristics ofthe liquefied soil as a function ofthe free-field pore pressure. The resulting
ultimate passive pressure, Pull, on the pile is limited by 9cD, where c is the undrained shear
strength and D is the pile diameter.

(9) It may be concluded that conventional p-y stiffnesses tend to be too soft for drilled shafts.
This has been referred to as the "diameter effects" by various researchers. The mechanistic
explanation for this diameter effect has been studied. For typical conditions for drilled shafts
which include competent soil, concrete poured against soils directly which results in higher
unit skin friction and positive moment on the shaft at mudline causing some degree of pile
rotation, a higher subgrade stiffness is recommended for larger diameters shafts above O.6m
(24 in). Such scaling factors are recommended for most discrete soil spring approaches,
including the linear Terzaghi's subgrade stiffness and the nonlinear p-y curve approach.
Therefore, it is recommended that a scaling factor (larger than unity) to either the linear
subgrade modulus or on the resistance value ofthe p-y curves for pile diameters greater than
O.6m (24 in) should be applied. The scaling factor would be the ratio ofthe pile diameter to
O.6m. For diameters smaller than 0.6m, conventional soil stiffness parameters should be
used for design.

(10) It is cautioned that the recommended diameter effects for the drilled shaft design should not
be used blindly, without a sound mechanistic basis. It should be recognized that most
offshore piles are large diameter (over 1.2 m or 48 in) driven steel pipe piles. However, poor
soil conditions, the installation method and the jacket-leg configuration restrains the pile
head against rotation at the mudline and no diameter effects are introduced in offshore pile
design. Furthermore, other than Matlock and Reese's test data, a significant amount ofpile
load test data have been accumulated within the offshore industry (numerous papers
presented over the past 30 year history ofoffshore technology conferences), including tests
on 1.5 m (60 in) piles. The diameter effects for offshore piles have either been concluded
as not valid or considered insignificant within the offshore industry.
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